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Executive Summary 

The market for academic journals can be divided into two separate markets – the academic 

market and the publishers’ market. As a young academic journal, Industry and Innovation 

needs to know the market in which it operates. I therefore investigate what some of the 

factors, that constitute competitive advantage in the academic market, are. I find that the peer 

review and journal ranking in Thompson Reuters - Web of Science play a significant role in 

academia. In the academic market this means that editors must publish academic articles 

which will generate many citations and thereby increase ranking. Having understood the 

academic market, I proceed to analyse the resources of Industry and Innovation in order to see 

if the journal has the resources and capabilities to increase ranking. This is done within the 

framework of the resource-based view (Barney, 1991). I find that most of the resources 

available to Industry and Innovation are pedestrian resources, which can only account for 

competitive parity. The capabilities of the journal, however, might in the future constitute a 

competitive advantage as they fulfil the criteria set forth by Barney (1991) 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Key Problem Area   

Academic journals play a major role in the diffusion of scientific ideas and today the number 

of journals is higher than ever. The ranking difference between these journals is of great 

importance when scholars must choose to were to submit articles. This of course, in turn, 

means that there among scientific journals is a rivalry to become the journal of choice. The 

aim of this thesis is to understand how a relative new journal, Industry and Innovation can 

gain competitiveness compared to rival journals. 

Robert K. Merton (1973) wrote that science “denote[s] a set of characteristic methods by 

means of which knowledge is certified”. The primary method of certification in modern 

science is by peer review, where an academic peer reviews and comments on the authors’ 

work. In a study done by the Royal Society (1981) it was concluded that “the retention of [the 

peer review was] the most important priority in forward planning”. Presently, one of the most 

common means by which certified knowledge is published and thereby becoming science is 

through the publication in academic journals or books. This institution of modern science can 

be traced back to the 17th century (Merton, 1973), when the world’s first academic journal 

was published and reviewed by members of the Royal Society in Great Britain (Merton, 

1973). Today most scientific research is being certified by being reviewed by experts, who are 

asked by editors of academic journals to check the quality of academic publications. 

According to americanscientist.org (2010) there were approximately 500.000 academic 

publications in EU and US alone in 1998 and the number has been rising ever since. It can be 

argued that there exists what DiMaggio and Powell (1991) would term a normative institution 

in academia – in order for an idea to be considered scientific knowledge it must peer reviewed 

before it can be published.  

Within most areas of scientific interest there are a number of journals devoted to their 

particular niche of science. The aim of this thesis is to describe how one of these journals 

becomes successful within the market in which it operates. Success, however, depends very 

much on what your stake in the journal is. Firstly, it is important to acknowledge that 

stakeholders can be roughly divided into two categories – 1) those who have a monetary 

interest in the journal and 2) those who have a non monetary, or more correctly, an academic 

interest in the journal. This distinction is important because if we are to answer the question 

of “what makes a successful journal”, the answer and preceding analysis will be very 
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different. Industry and Innovation’s Editor-in-Chief, Mark Lorenzen (2010), states that 

“[publishers] are only interested in market share”. Thus, being a successful journal, when 

you have a monetary interest, generally implies that you are a publisher interested in selling as 

many copies as possible. On the other hand, if a journal is to be successful in academia, a 

measurement like market share will not be sufficient. Some of the factors that indicate the 

academic success of a journal are reputation of the editor and review board, inclusion in 

citation indices, opinion of leading researchers, appearance in ranking lists, citation impact 

factor, opinion of colleagues, journal longevity and acceptance rates. These success factors 

are distinctly different from the monetary interest of the publisher. It can, of course, be argued 

that circulation (i.e. number of subscribers) is a good indication of both monetary and 

academic success but that may also just be the outcome of good marketing by the publisher. 

Thus, the challenges for editors, who nearly always are members of academia (and who are 

not employed by a publisher), are somewhat different from for example managers in normal 

businesses. This, however, is not an indication of lacking competition between journals. There 

is fierce rivalry between journals in order to have the highest ranking, the best scholars and 

the highest impact factor. In order to be competitive editors must navigate skilfully in 

academia and manage many different stakeholders in order to make a successful journal. 

1.1.1 Industry and Innovation 

As mentioned one such journal is Industry and Innovation, a relatively new journal, which 

will serve as case in this thesis. The journal is relatively young with a history of 17 years. It 

was not until the journal became associated with an academic society, DRUID1, that 

ambitions for the journal rose. Keld Laursen (Interview, 2010) from DRUID explains that 

“Transforming the journal into a good B-journal would be super good”. Already Industry and 

Innovation aims to present high-quality, original scholarship of the dynamics of industries and 

innovation. The journal is dedicated to adding to a “new generation of industrial organization 

theory”, drawing upon the institutional turn within economics in a broad sense: transaction 

cost economics; economics of organization, and new economic sociology. Industry and 

Innovation devotes special attention to depicting tendencies in industrial dynamics, such as 

the emergence of new industries, restructuring of existing industries, rise of new institutional 

and organizational forms, globalization; and other aspects of geographical organization. The 

journal is published by Taylor & Francis, who are only involved in the actual publication of 

                                                
1 The Danish Research Unit for Industrial Dynamics (DRUID) 
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the journal2. The journal’s academic foundation stems from its association with DRUID. 

Currently, Industry and Innovation receives on average 13 manuscripts per month from 

authors, who hope to be published in the journal (Industry and Innovation, 2010). 

1.1.2 The Challenges 

In the academic market, the journal is edited by Mark Lorenzen, Associate professor at 

Copenhagen Business School, and he describes Industry and Innovation as “a creative 

organisation which uses persons outside the organization to develop content for the journal 

and as an organization our core product or competency is to develop new content for the 

journal. We are in the market for generating content, whereas Routledge is in the market for 

selling content” (Lorenzen 2010).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Behind every issue of Industry and Innovation, a long and winding road must be travelled not 

only by the editor, but also by the authors and the anonymous reviewers. One of the peculiar 

workings of Industry and Innovation is that the journal (when excluding the publishing work 

done by Routledge) only employs two persons on a contractual basis and therefore 

theoretically makes up the organization. Or as Editor-in-Chief Mark Lorenzen (2010) explains 

“there are technically only two persons within the boundaries of the firm Industry and 

Innovation - me and [Jacob Riis]”. All editorial decisions are made by Mark Lorenzen - with 

no interference from Routledge - and Jacob Riis fills the role of editorial assistant. Outside the 

organization, the editor-in-chief can draw on the competencies of the journal’s associate 

editors: Jeff Furman, Keld Laursen, Ammon Salter and Henrik Sornn-Friese. These editors 

have been asked by Mark Lorenzen and DRUID to assist him in the strategic planning of 

                                                
2 Industry and Innovation is published both in print and electronically by Routledge, which is a part of the Taylor 
& Francis group – for more information see www.tandf.co.uk or www.routledge.com 
 
  

Industry and Innovation 

 

Publishers Market 

 

Academic Market 
Figure 1 
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Industry and Innovation - but contractually they are not employed by the journal and as such 

they “work for free”. Lastly, Industry and Innovation has an International Editorial Board, 

however, currently they have no say in the editorial policy. 

1.2 Thesis Scope and Main Objective  

As mentioned above, there is steep competition between academic journals. This competition 

can, however, take place in two different markets and with two different rationalities. Firstly, 

publishers are competing for market shares and profits, monetary competition, in the 

publishers market. Secondly, journals are competing to be recognised as successful outlets of 

certified knowledge within their niche of academia, in the academic market. The focal point 

of this thesis revolves around Industry and Innovation in the academic market. As a relatively 

new journal in the academic market I believe that is important, for Industry and Innovation to 

have an understanding of the both market, in which it operates, and the internal strengths of 

the organisation. Only with such understandings will the journal be able to, in the long run, to 

gain competitive advantage compared to other journals. In this thesis I will investigate what it 

takes for Industry and Innovation in order to gain competitiveness in the academic market.  

Firstly, I will describe the processes by which a journal is made as well as the people and 

organizations that are involved in the making and then how I perceive Industry and 

Innovation as an organization. Secondly, I will analyse the organizational field and, 

subsequently, the academic market in which Industry and Innovation operates. This includes a 

analysis of the institutions which governs the rationality of the organisation field. The analysis 

will enable me to more precisely determine what constitutes competitive advantage in the 

academic market. Thirdly, I will determine which resources and capabilities are available to 

Industry and Innovation and how they might constitute a source of competitive advantage in 

the future. 

The analysis will be based mainly on the resource-based view, the main objective of which is 

to explain competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). However, as the resource-based view 

provides only an internal analysis of the firm, institutional theory (Scott, 1995) will be used to 

determine the rationality of the organizational field (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983)  and the 

academic market. The resource-based view is a theoretical perspective, which aims at 

describing how firms achieve competitive advantage. It is argued that competitive advantage 

stems from an organization’s access to heterogeneous resources and capabilities. This 

theoretical concept allows one to describe and analyse the resource selection, accumulation 
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and deployment of firms and investigate their support for competitiveness. As mentioned 

above, the analysis in this thesis is based upon the resource-based view. I will present the 

notions of this view when they are relevant to the case of Industry and Innovation. Most of the 

articles, to which I refer, can be read in Nicolai Foss’ (1997) reader Resources, Firm and 

Strategy” The chronological presentation of the most notable articles within the resource-

based view, done by Nicolai Foss (1997), has been very helpful in understanding how the 

theory has evolved and which concepts that are of key importance. Briefly put, the resource-

based view aims at describing how firms achieve competitive advantage (Penrose, 1959; 

Barney 1991) and thus rents (Mahoney & Pandian, 1992) by having bought or developed 

valuable and difficult to imitate resources (Dierickx & Cool, 1989; Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 

1993) and capabilities (Kogut & Zander, 1992; Teece et al., 1997; Lorenzen, 2004). As a 

relatively young journal it is, as mentioned, important for Industry and Innovation to 

understand the both the external environment (the organisational field) and the internal 

resources in order to secure competitive advantage. This thesis will combine insights from 

institutional theory, the resource-based view and empirical findings in order to answer the 

below research question: 

1.3 Research Question 

On the basis of rationality of the organizational field, which include the academic 

market, what can be characterised as competitive advantage for Industry and 

Innovation and which resources and capabilities are important for Industry and 

Innovation in order to compete in this market?  

1.3.1 Sub Questions  

• What is the rationality of the organizational field and subsequently the academic 

market? 

• Which resources and capabilities does Industry and Innovation have and do they 

currently allow the journal to compete in the academic market?  

1.4 Thesis Structure and Knowledge Progression  

During my employment with Industry and Innovation I have made several observations about 

the journal. These observations - the review process, the relationship with DRUID, the 

relationship with the publisher etc. – have enabled me to formulate my research questions for 

this thesis. However before being able to describe how Industry and Innovation achieves 
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sustained competitive advantage in the academic market, it is firstly important to identify 

what competitive advantage is in the academic market. Secondly, it is my objective to 

demonstrate how this competitive advantage is gained. As seen above, the problem statement 

in this thesis is based upon notions derived from the resource-based view. I start by asking 

fundamental questions regarding competitive advantage as represented in resource-based 

view. More specifically I want to determine what can be characterised as rents in the 

academic market. Thereafter I will analyse which resources Industry and Innovation have that 

can enable them to generate these rents but also which resources the organization lacks; 

namely resource gabs. The qualitative data collected for this thesis are firstly used to answer 

these questions. In order to describe what constitutes competitive advantage in the academic 

market and how this advantage is achieved I have done interviews with key stakeholders in 

Industry and Innovation.  

When I have determined what competitive advantage is and what is necessary to achieve it I 

will use appropriate theories to describe how Industry and Innovation can influence these 

factors to the journal’s advantage. Figure 2 illustrates the knowledge progression of the thesis. 

Figure 2  

 

1.5 Delimitation  

As I have already indicated, there are two markets in which Industry and Innovation operates 

– the academic market and the publishing market. The purpose of this thesis is to determine 

how Industry and Innovation can achieve a competitive advantage in the academic market. 
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Therefore, little attention will be given to how a competitive advantage is gained in the 

publishing market. However, there are, as mentioned, some overlaps between the two markets 

and these are of course important in describing the dynamics in the academic market. So 

while the academic market is the main focus of the thesis, the workings of the publishing 

market will be explained to the extent that it is relevant to the research question. 

As stated above, this thesis presents an argument for how Industry and Innovation can gain a 

competitive advantage in the academic market. Inherent in this research question is the notion 

that I aim to provide actual knowledge pertaining to the Industry and Innovation’s specific 

situation. The data generated is only applicable in the case of Industry and Innovation, so 

although Flyvbjerg (2006) indicates that case studies can contribute greatly to scientific 

research, it is not my intention to do so.  

Although it can be said that this thesis revolves around the production of knowledge in 

academia, I have no intention of adding to the field “sociology of science” as presented by 

Merton (1973). Nor is it my intention to add insights to the resource-based view (Wernerfelt, 

1984; Rumelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Dierickx & Cool, 1989). Rather it is my intention to 

demonstrate that institutional theory and resource-based view can be applied to the case of 

Industry and Innovation in fruitful ways to determine what competitive advantage is, and how 

it can be achieved. 
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2. Research Foundations 

Before considering methodological and theoretic choices, I find it important to make clear the 

underlying assumptions of the thesis. It is not my intention that this thesis should be a 

discussion concerning the philosophy of science. However, it is necessary to clarify the 

underlying assumptions of the thesis as they have an effect on how data was collected and 

analysed.  

2.1 Underlying Assumptions - Critical Realism  

The underlying assumptions in this thesis are those of critical realism. In this view, reality is 

not a social construct but actually exists – we just perceive it differently (Groff, 2004). Reality 

is therefore not dependent on our recognition of its existence and, furthermore, there is a 

sharp distinction between reality and our knowledge of reality. In critical realism, reality 

contains three domains. Firstly, there is the domain of Empirical, which consists of our 

experience and observations. Within the critical realism perspective there is the recognition 

that our observations are not a criteria for existence and thus a second domain exists. This is 

the domain of Actual, which consists of all phenomena that exist plus all events that take 

place. Lastly, there is the domain of Real which consists of all structures and mechanisms that 

cannot be directly observed (Buch-Hansen & Nielsen, 2005). The role of scientists is to 

uncover structures and mechanisms in the Domain of Real.  

2.2 Implications for the Thesis 

In this thesis, the structures that I want to uncover are those that are related to competitiveness 

in the academic market. Inherent in this search is the notion that competitive advantage exists 

and that firms may have it if they build or buy the right resources and bundle them into 

capabilities. In the critical realism perspective my role as a researcher is to interpret 

quantitative and qualitative data in order to understand and describe underlying structures 

(Domain of the real).  
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3. Methodology 

In this chapter I will describe and explain the processes by which I have collected data. The 

qualitative and quantitative data collecting processes are explained first. Thereafter the 

validity and reliability of the data are discussed. The key purpose of this chapter is to explain 

the methods of collecting and using data in this thesis. In particular the collecting of data and 

the subsequent validity of these data will be discussed in this chapter. See figure 3 for 

knowledge progression 

Figure 3:  

 

3.1 Data Collection Processes 

The data collected for this thesis have two primary purposes. First of all to understand what 

constitutes competitive advantage in the academic market. Secondly, which resources are 

important if Industry and Innovation is to gain this competitive advantage? The empirical data 

needed to answer these questions are both of a qualitative and quantitative nature. As seen in 

figure 4, the data originate from sources from both the academic market and the publishing 

market. It should be stressed that the data collected in the publishing market is collected only 

to generate a basic understanding of this market.  
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3.2 Qualitative Data 

Using qualitative methods as a source of information is done firstly to obtain a general 

understanding of the case of Industry and Innovation. Secondly and more specifically, in 

order to gain an understanding of the underlying structures that lead to competitive advantage 

on the academic market. The following qualitative techniques have been used; 1) Direct 

observation 2) semi-structured interviews. According to Yin (2002), direct observations and 

qualitative interviews are among the six most important sources of data when doing case 

study. Both methods have their strengths and weaknesses which I will elaborate on below. 

3.2.1 Direct Observations 

Much of the background information for this thesis has been gathered by what Olsen and 

Pedersen (2003) call direct observations. The strengths of this kind of observations are 1) that 

they give a realistic view of the observed situation and 2) they enable the observer to see 

causality that are difficult to see if the empirical data is based purely on for example 

qualitative interviews. 

The peculiar workings of academia in general and the content generation for Industry and 

Innovation in particular are many, varied and complex.  This thesis would not have been 

possible had it not been for my 2½ years employment at Industry and Innovation. The time 

spent working at Industry and Innovation has given me a unique insight in the processes of 

making an academic journal (in the academic market) 

Figure 4 – Origin of Data 
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3.2.1.1 Observation Bias 

As I have been employed by Industry and Innovation, the observations I have made will of 

cause be biased by this employment. However, my employment has given me great insight 

into the general mechanisms of publishing in academia and more specifically into the 

workings of Industry and Innovation. As mentioned above, the observations I have made have 

mainly enabled me to formulate my research question. Any conclusion made in this thesis 

will be based on other data than those I have collected during my employment.  

3.2.2 Qualitative Interviews 

In order to better understand the mechanisms in the academic market I have used qualitative 

interviews to gain insight. Kvale (1996) writes that the qualitative interview “seeks to 

describe and understand the meanings of central themes in the life world of the subjects. The 

main task in interviewing is to understand the meaning of what the interviewees say.” Adding 

to this, Olsen and Pedersen (2003) argue that an interview allows the researcher to see 

causalities as they are experienced by the interviewee. In relation to Industry and Innovation it 

has been important to confirm the observations I have made during my employment. That is 

to say: do the observations I have made correlate to the life world of the interviewees? 

Furthermore, it is important to understand causality within the academic market. I will now 

describe the method used to select interviewees and the overall design used to conduct the 

interviews. 

3.2.2.1 Selecting the Interviewees 

In order to find the right interviewees I will identify who, in Carroll’s (1996) terminology, can 

be deemed as shareholders and stakeholders in Industry and Innovation.  The identification of 

stakeholders is according to Carroll (1996) done intuitively. In the case of Industry and 

Innovation this identification has been done through my own observations during my 

employment but also more explicitly during the interview with Editor-in-chief Mark 

Lorenzen. Thus, the interviewees all have some connection and interest in Industry and 

Innovation. Furthermore, Kvale (1996) states that interviewees must be cooperatively 

motivated and well informed. For this thesis I have selected interviewees who are to be 

considered experts in their fields. They have all been very motivated during the interviews 

and some have even made suggestions regarding further thesis reading. During my selection 

of interviewees it has also been important to select individuals whose knowledge and insight 

could enhance my understanding of how Industry and Innovation can gain competitive 
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advantage in both the academic and publishing markets. Editor-in-Chief Mark Lorenzen has 

been helpful in suggesting possible candidates for interviewing. The interviewees have been 

selected because they occupy important positions either inside the organizational boundaries 

of Industry and Innovation or with key stakeholders such as Ektimo or DRUID. Each 

selection has been done after deliberation and I see each interviewee as an expert in his or 

hers field. I will now account for each specific selection of interviewee and describe how and 

why their statements are important in answering how Industry and Innovation gains 

competitive advantage in the academic market. I will also shortly describe each interviewee’s 

relation to Industry and Innovation in order to demonstrate any bias they might have. All 

interviews have been conducted in the respondent’s native language. Resumes have also been 

written in the native language of the respondent. 

Editor-in-Chief Mark Lorenzen  

Mark Lorenzen is, as Editor-in-Chief of Industry and Innovation, ideally positioned to provide 

valuable information in both the academic market and the publishing market as he qua his 

functions deals both with the publisher, DRUID, authors, Copenhagen Business School, 

reviewers etc. Besides giving a thorough understanding of the working of Industry and 

Innovation, I used the interview with Mark Lorenzen as a platform to gain access to further 

interviewees, who in Mark Lorenzen’s opinion were key stakeholders. As Editor-in-Chief for 

Industry and Innovation, Mark Lorenzen must be expected to have a very positive perception 

of Industry and Innovation. However, he occupies a key position with the journal and 

possesses much of the relevant information needed to analyse the resources and capabilities. 

See appendix 2 for a resume of the interview 

Reviewers 

Reviewers are, as mentioned, a huge part of generating academic content for any journal. In 

the case of Industry and Innovation I have interviewed reviewers from the Department of 

Innovation and Organizational Economics at Copenhagen Business School. The selection of 

interviewees, who were asked to tell about their role as reviewers, was based on the number 

of reviews they had done during the last year. Two interviewees were selected – the scholar 

who had done the highest number of reviews during the past year and the scholar who had 

done the least number of reviews during the past year. See appendix 1 for details. By 

choosing two reviewers from each end of this scale I hope to capture two different narratives 

focused on the same theme – thereby collecting more valid data. The reviewers are, however, 

biased as they both work at the same institution as Mark Lorenzen, but as they were asked to 
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explain about their review habits in general, the bias should be minimal. See appendix 3 for a 

resume of the interview with both reviewers 

Keld Laursen  - DRUID 

As I mentioned earlier, DRUID is the academic foundation for Industry and Innovation. I 

therefore find it important to determine what constitutes the competitive advantage for 

Industry and Innovation from DRUID’s point of view. In order to explain the relationship 

between DRUID and Industry and Innovation I have interviewed Professor Keld Laursen 

from Copenhagen Business School. It also has to be acknowledged that Keld Laursen has a 

positive bias towards Industry and Innovation. He represents DRUID who, in the academic 

market, can be considered as owners. The key information needed from Keld Laursen is 

however “what DRUID considers a success for Industry and Innovation”. I do not believe that 

a positive bias here is of importance. See appendix 4 for resume of interview with Keld 

Laursen. 

Andy Beara – Ektimo/Manuscript Manager 

Andy Beara is founder and owner of Ektimo, the company that developed and to this day 

supports the peer-review system used by Industry and Innovation. As the company consists 

mainly of Andy Beara, he is the only person who can provide information on the development 

of said system and Ektimo’s relationship with Industry and Innovation. It must be expected 

that the interview with Andy Beara is heavily biased, as he has a direct economic incentive 

for keeping a good relationship with the journal. To counter this bias I made sure that Andy 

felt that he could trust me prior to the actual interview. Indeed the first 30 minutes of the 

interview was spent on discussing his newly acquired iPad. See appendix 5 for interview with 

Andy Beara. 

Alan Irwin – Copenhagen Business School 

Copenhagen Business School houses Industry and Innovation and pays the salary of both 

Editor-in-Chief Mark Lorenzen and Editorial Assistant Jacob Riis. In order to better 

understand the relationship between Copenhagen Business School and Industry and 

Innovation I have chosen to interview Alan Irwin, who is Dean of Research at the school. His 

position as Dean of Research qualifies him to make valid comments about CBS’s stake in 

Industry and Innovation and to make clear what the school perceives as competitive 

advantage. The questions to Alan Irwin are made with the intention that they should provide 

answers describing the relationship between Copenhagen Business School and Industry and 
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Innovation. The answers from Alan Irwin must be expected to be biased as he is the employer 

of Mark Lorenzen and he may chose “diplomatic answers” in order not to upset this 

relationship. See appendix 6 for resume of interview with Alan Irwin. 

Amy Hillman and Duane Ireland – Rivals 

The aim of this thesis is to explain competitive advantage in the academic market. Therefore I 

have found it natural to investigate what Industry and Innovation’s rivals believes to be 

competitive advantage in the academic market. Amy Hillman is editor for Academy of 

Management Review and Duane Ireland is editor for Academy of Management Journal Their 

statements about the academic market are of course not representative for the entire market, 

but they are good indicators as to what could constitute competitive advantage See appendix 7 

for mail interview with Amy Hillman and Duane Ireland 

(Authors) 

The observant reader will in the following notice that I have not chosen to interview any 

authors who have submitted articles to Industry and Innovation. My choice not to interview 

any authors is the result of a logic that I will describe in further detail later in the thesis. 

Basically the argument is this: Although authors provide the essential product of the journal, 

namely the articles, Industry and Innovation has very little control over who submits and what 

they submit. Industry and Innovation does not have any contact with the authors before they 

have chosen to submit an article and as such it is the individual article that might be 

considered a resource. I shall discuss reasons and motivations for why, in general, authors 

chose to submit articles later.  

3.2.2.2 The Interviews – Design of Interview guides 

A key choice when designing interview guides is the level of structure that the interviews 

should have. The amount of freedom that the interviewees should have to elaborate on the 

introduced topics can be controlled by the type of interview that is chosen. Saunders et al. 

(2000) distinguishes between structured, semi-structured and unstructured interviews. Kvale 

(1996) argues that the semi-structured interview guide should contain the themes that the 

interviewer wants to cover plus suggestions to actual questions. By not following a pre-laid 

plan, the interview takes the form of a narrative that describes the chosen themes as they are 

perceived by the interviewee. For this thesis I have chosen to do semi-structured interviews, 

which have been guided not by formalized, limited set questions, but by themes that I wanted 

to explore. Moreover, the purpose of the interviews was exploration and understanding, not 
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confirmation. When seeking exploration and understanding, Kvale (1996) argues that the 

semi-structured interview is ideal. The questions in the interview-guide were categorized in 

order to keep the interview from losing focus and the narrative contains explanations that 

were not relevant to the thesis. It was my intention to keep the questions open in order to 

allow for subjective answers and minimize bias. 

3.3 Quantitative Data 

When using quantitative methods of data collection, the questions that can be asked are 

inherently closed and specific (Olsen & Pedersen, 2003). This implies that I cannot use this 

data for exploration but only as confirmation of already defined problems. In this thesis I have 

chosen to use questionnaires and submission data from the Industry and Innovation database. 

Below I will account for the development and testing of my questionnaire as well as the 

selection of respondents. Lastly, I will briefly account for the data collected from the Industry 

and Innovation database. 

3.3.1 Questionnaire to Reviewers 

The use of a questionnaire is used to gain information which is already well defined and very 

specific (Olsen & Pedersen, 2003). In this thesis I have used questionnaires to describe the 

specific role and motivation of reviewers, who are reviewing for Industry and Innovation.  

The questionnaire can be seen as an attempt to elaborate on the information gained in the 

qualitative interviews and direct observations. The questions of the questionnaires are thus 

based on both the information gained from the qualitative interviews I have conducted and the 

direct observations I have made during my employment with Industry and Innovation. The 

information gained from these interviews and observations gave me the opportunity to 

explore the case of Industry and Innovation and also gain a basic understanding of the 

resources and capabilities needed to gain a competitive advantage. To see the questionnaire, 

see appendix 8 

3.3.1.1 Construction of the Questionnaire (Reviewer Survey) 

As the reviewers, who I wanted to use as respondents, are all providing a service for which 

they receive no formal payment, it is also of great importance to the journal not to overburden 

them. It was therefore relevant to keep the length of the questionnaire as short as possible. 

When constructing questionnaires, Hansen et al. (2008) argue that length and type of question 

is important. Closed questions with fixed answers are quickly answered. Open questions, 

where the respondent maybe has to formulate his own answers, take a longer time to answer. 
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Furthermore, Hansen et al. argues that it important to consider the order of the questions and 

the types of questions asked.  

The Length and Order of the Questions 

Hansen et al. (2008) recommend that one keeps the length of the questionnaire as short as 

possible, as respondents are prone to skip answering or answering randomly if they get 

uninterested. Furthermore, the order of the questions is important. Andersen (2006) 

recommends that easy questions are placed at the start of the survey in order to gently 

introduce the respondent to the subject of the survey. The order of the questions should follow 

a logical progression for the respondent. The progression of the questions in the reviewer 

survey is: 

1) General information - which can also be characterised as easy questions.  

2) General questions on reviewing – here the respondent has to make clear his/her position to 

various statements, thus increasing the difficulty of the questions.  

3) Specific information regarding reviewing for Industry and Innovation. 

Types of Questions 

Hansen et al. (2008) argues that the purpose of a questionnaire is to determine what the 

respondents do (behaviour), what they think (their opinions) and what they know (their 

knowledge). The main purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what the reviewers, who 

review for Industry and Innovation, do and think. In order to determine what the respondent 

does I have used direct closed questions. I have used Likert Scale type questions in order to 

try to capture what respondents think. This method of questions allows respondents to specify 

their level of agreement to a statement. Due to the fact that all my respondents are reviewers I 

have chosen not to question the respondents’ know   

3.3.1.2 Testing the Questionnaire 

In order to secure the best possible questionnaire Hansen et al. (2008) suggests that a test is 

conducted to be sure that all questions have the intended function and that their phrasing is 

understandable. As the respondents for this survey are part of a small virtual community, I 

have deemed a large scale test of the questionnaire unnecessary. The actual test of this 

questionnaire was done with the help of Mark Lorenzen and Keld Laursen. Mark Lorenzen 

was chosen as he has a direct interest in not overburdening the reviewers of Industry and 

Innovation. Keld Laursen helped me in rewriting some of the questions. Both Mark Lorenzen 
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and Keld Laursen were, because they are respected reviewers themselves, considered to be 

experts.  

3.3.1.3 Selection of Respondents 

The selection of respondents is affected by the fact that Industry and Innovation will not 

burden reviewers with work that is not essential to the journal. Reviewers, who do reviews 

with no direct payment in return, should only be asked to do reviews. The reviewers who I 

have selected for my survey are thus the ones who have joined the Industry and Innovation 

group on Facebook. These reviewers have declared their direct interest in the journal and the 

participation in a survey might make them feel even more involved with the journal. The 

users have previously been invited to join the group by the Editorial Office and the platform is 

primarily used to give information about upcoming issues. As of July 2010 the group has 225 

members on Facebook. The invitation to participate in the survey was sent to all these 

members. 

It must be expected that the respondents used for the survey have a very positive bias towards 

Industry and Innovation. The validity of positive answers in the survey is therefore weak. 

However, the validity of negative answers towards Industry and Innovation is valid as it must 

be expected that respondents who are not influenced by positive bias will also give negative 

answers. However, the popular belief that only young people use social media, like Facebook, 

is wrong. According to MediaWeek (2010) the majority of users, who use popular social 

networking sites, are over 25 years old. 

3.3.2 Industry and Innovation Database and the ISI Web of Knowledge 

I have chosen to use data from two databases in this thesis. Firstly, in order to gain specific 

information about Industry and Innovation I have used the Database which is the foundation 

for the journal’s online submission and review system – Industry and Innovation Database. 

Secondly, I have used Thompson Reuters – ISI Web of Knowledge Database to gain 

information about the academic market. 

3.3.2.1 Industry and Innovation Database 

Much of the quantitative data used in this thesis originate from the database embedded in 

Manuscript Manager – the online peer-reviews system used by Industry and Innovation. The 

data have been accumulated over a period of five years – ever since Industry and Innovation 

engaged in cooperation with Ektimo. This means that the data do not cover Industry and 
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Innovation’s entire history, as the journal was founded in 1993. However, I find that accurate 

data from the last five years are sufficient enough to generate valid and reliable conclusions. 

The database provides information about all aspects of the daily working of Industry and 

Innovation – from information about individual submissions over the composition of group of 

reviewers to the actual review time. This data are not biased in anyway, but the conclusions 

drawn from it are of course subject to my interpretation.  

3.3.2.2 Thompson Reuters – ISI Web of Knowledge Database 

Another database used in this thesis is Thompson Reuters ISI – Web of Knowledge. The ISI 

Web of Knowledge is an academic citation index which is widely recognised as the leading 

ranking tool in the social sciences. At present the Social Sciences part of the Web of 

Knowledge consists of 2.242 journals. Every year Thompson Reuters ISI – Web of Knowledge 

measures citation and ranking for all included journals and publishes them in the Journal 

Citation Reports. According to ThompsonReuter.com (2010) “the Journal Citation Reports 

offers a systematic, objective means to critically evaluate the world's leading journals, with 

quantifiable, statistical information based on citation data. By compiling articles' cited 

references, JCR Web helps to measure research influence and impact at the journal and 

category levels, and shows the relationship between citing and cited journals.  There has been 

much academic debate as to whether the data from Thompson Reuters ISI – Web of 

Knowledge are biased or not.  

3.4 Data Quality and Validity 

The primary data of this thesis are both of a qualitative and quantitative nature. The data 

collected is a representation of what in the critical realism view is termed the empirical 

domain. When all data have been collected it is now up to me, the researcher, to try and reveal 

underlying structures and mechanisms in the domain of real. I am of course aware that my 

interpretations are biased by both my limits to deduce correctly and also by my involvement 

in Industry and Innovation.  

Olsen and Pedersen (2003) argue that researchers have to subjugate data to critical review. 

This is done by testing the data’s validity, reliability and adequacy. Validity has to do with the 

scope of the data, e.g. the comments from Keld Laursen (DRUID) may be sufficient to clarify 

the specific relationship between Industry and Innovation and DRUID, but not the 

relationship between academic societies and academic journals in general.  
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Reliability has to do with the method by which the data were collected and whether this 

method was well designed, e.g. the data from the Industry and Innovation database have a 

high validity when used to describe how many reviewers have to be contacted per manuscript 

as it is includes all submission made the journal as well all aspects of the review history. On 

the other hand, the Reviewer Survey might only give indications as to how Industry and 

Innovation reviewers behave, as the survey only encompasses a small sample of the number 

of reviewers. Concerning the reliability of the data used for this thesis I must first and 

foremost stress that the data are only applicable in the specific case of Industry and 

Innovation. Table 1 represents a summary of the purpose, result, bias, validity and reliability 

of the different sources of data, which I have collected.   
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Table 1 - Data Validity Scheme   

Data source Method Purpose Result Bias Validity Reliability 

Mark Lorenzen Qualitative 

interview 

To gain an 

understanding of 

Industry and 

Innovation in the 

academic market 

Mark provides information 

on the workings of 

Industry and Innovation , 

the mission and daily 

routines of the journal 

Mark Lorenzen has a positive 

bias towards Industry and 

Innovation due to his 

employment by the journal. 

When possible I will find 

additional evidence for 

statement made by Mark 

Lorenzen 

Mark has unparalleled 

knowledge of Industry and 

Innovation as he is the 

primary workforce of the 

journal 

The semi-structured 

interview allowed Mark 

to cover all aspects of 

Industry and Innovation  

Keld Laursen 

(DRUID) 

Qualitative 

interview 

To gain an 

understanding of 

the relationship 

between Industry 

and Innovation and 

DRUID 

Keld’s answers gave me an 

insight to the relationship 

with DRUID, including the 

reasons for DRUID 

becoming associated with 

Industry and Innovation  

Positive Bias towards 

Industry and Innovation.  

Qualified to answer 

questions regarding the 

relationship between 

DRUID and Industry and 

Innovation   

The semi-structured 

interview allowed Keld 

to cover all aspects of 

the relationship between 

Industry and Innovation 

and DRUID 

Andy Beara 

(Ektimo) 

Qualitative 

interview 

To investigate the 

relationship 

between Industry 

and Innovation and 

Ektimo 

Andy provided valuable 

information regarding 

Industry and Innovation’s 

relationship with Ektimo 

Positive bias towards 

Industry and Innovation as 

Ansy is owner of Ektimo and 

dependant on Industry and 

Innovation as a customer 

Qualified to answer questin 

regarding the Manuscript 

Manager and the market 

for online submission 

systems 

The semi-structured 

interview allowed Andy 

to cover all aspects of 

the relationship between 

Industry and Innovation 

and Ektimo 

Rival editors Mail 

interview 

To understand what 

rivals consider 

competitive 

advantage 

Both editors explained 

what they considered to be 

success in the academic 

market and what it takes to 

achieve it 

No bias towards Industry and 

Innovation  

The editors can give 

indications as to what 

constitutes competitive 

advantage in the academic 

market 

Amy and Duane are 

only two of the editors 

in the academic market. 

Reliability would be 

higher if more were 

interviewed.  

Two reviewers Qualitative 

interview 

To understand the 

review process and 

reasons for doing 

reviews 

Both reviewers explained 

their motivation for doing 

reviews 

One had made few review the 

other many. Should give a 

fair representation of 

motivation from two points of 

view 

Small scope. Can only give 

indications to what 

motivates reviewers 

 

Industry and 

Innovation 

reviewers 

Reviewer 

Survey 

Motivation for 

doing reviews and 

affiliation with 

Industry and 

Innovation  

The survey gave 

indications as to why 

Industry and Innovation’s 

reviewers do reviews 

Positive bias as they “like” 

Industry and Innovation in 

Facebook 

More valid than in -depth t 

interviews as more 

respondents were asked 

 

Industry and 

Innovation 

Database 

Database How the journals 

perform, e.g. 

number of yearly 

submissions  

See purpose Only the researchers bias 

could affect the data 

Very valid as the database 

include all submission and 

review data since 2005 

 

Thopmson Reuters Database To define who the 

competitors are 

Competitors in the 

academic market could be 

defined  

No bias towards Industry and 

Innovation  

Covers the scope of 

Industry and Innovation. 

Rivals who are not 

included are overlooked 
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4. The Story of Industry and Innovation  

In this section of the thesis I will firstly cover the history of Industry and Innovation from 

when the journal was founded in 1993 until now Then, I will define how I perceive the 

Industry and Innovation as an organization in the academic market. Thereafter I will identify 

the groups and actors who in one way or another are involved in making the journal. Figure 5 

shows the progression of the thesis 

Figure 5 

 

4.1 A Brief Historical Overview 

Industry and Innovation is an internationally referred academic journal currently in its 16th 

year of existence. In order to better understand who and what makes up Industry and 

Innovation, a brief historical overview follows here: 

1993 The journal is founded by Australian scholar John A. Matthews and two issues are 

published per year by English based publisher Routledge. Initially the journal is named 

Journal of Industry Studies but is quickly renamed Industry and Innovation.  

2001 The journal now consists of three annual issues but the journal is still very young and its 

reputation in academia is still obscure.  

2003 Four issues are now published each year, which indicates a still raising number of 

submissions per year.  

Theoretical Input (1): 
Institutional theory and 
Resource-Based View 
resulting in Problem 

statement regarding the 
competitiveness of I&I

Methodes for collecting 
data are developed 

resulting in Emprirical 
Input: Qualitavtve 

interviews, Reviewer 
Survey, Databases

The history and 
organisation of I&I. 
General knowledge 

aboutthe journal

Describing the 
academic market  and 
organizatonal field, in 
which I&I operates, 
within the frame of 

Institutional theory and 
the resourced-based 
view. Result: What  

rationality governs the 
academic market and 

what constitutes 
competitiveness

Which resources does 
I&I have and do they 

corrolate with 
rationality of the 

academic market?

Conclusion 
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2004 Founding editor John A. Matthews edits his last issue - Industry and Innovation, 

Volume 11, issue 4. In future the journal will based in Denmark, as Danish Research Unit on 

Industrial Dynamics becomes associated with Industry and Innovation 

2005 The Journal becomes associated with The Danish Research Unit on Industrial 

Dynamics3, who appoints Mark Lorenzen as Editor-in-Chief. Being associated with DRUID 

proves to be a very good match, as the journal now has direct access to some of the best 

scholars within the scope of the journal. In order to boost the journal’s reputation, Mark 

Lorenzen starts getting some of the top scholars from DRUID to join the journal’s 

international Editorial Board. DRUID’s involvement in Industry and Innovation has an 

immediate impact. The number of submissions climbs further still and so does the quality of 

the papers, which are submitted. In addition to the rise in submission and quality, Mark 

Lorenzen is now also able to draw on the expertise of a leading international research 

community (Lorenzen, 2005). The relationship between Ektimo, provider of the online 

submission and review system, and Industry and Innovation starts in 2005, when Andy Beara 

gives a presentation at DANLIB.  

2006 During 2006 the new online system is implemented fully. Before the cooperation with 

Ektimo all submission and reviews were done by regular mail and email. One of the major 

tasks of implementing the new system is the building of the reviewer database 

2007 The effect of becoming associated with DRUID has been a success, but if the journal is 

to gain further success and recognition in the academic market it is imperative that the journal 

is listed in Thomson Reuter's Web of Science/Social Sciences Citation Index.  The Social 

Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) is an interdisciplinary citation index product of Thomson 

Scientific who publishes the annual Journal Citation Report. It was developed by the Institute 

for Scientific Information from the Science Citation Index. This citation database covers more 

than 1,700 of the world's leading journals of social sciences and more than 50 disciplines. 

During 2007 Mark Lorenzen submits an application to the SSCI and the hope is the Industry 

and Innovation is included in the Journal Citation Reports in a few years. 

                                                
3 The mission of DRUID is to establish itself as a leading European centre for research and doctoral education in 
industrial dynamics based on theories of innovation, economic organization, competitive advantage, 
organizational competencies, economic evolution and growth. 
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2008 Since the association with DRUID, the number of papers submitted to the journal has 

increased every year. Following this success the frequency of issues has been raised from 5 to 

6 per year starting from 2009. 

2009 Early in 2009 the application to the Social Sciences Citation Index is accepted with 

coverage starting from the 2008 volume. The acceptance into the Social Sciences Citation 

Index has already had a significant impact on the number of papers submitted to Industry and 

Innovation as seen in figure 6. Although Industry and Innovation is accepted in the Social 

Sciences Citation Index, the first impact factor will not be available until mid 2011 when that 

year Journal Citation Report is published. 

 

 

4.2 Industry and Innovation as an Organization - The Editorial Office 

In order to analyse how Industry and 

Innovation can gain competitive 

advantage I will first clarify how I, in 

this thesis, perceive Industry and 

Innovation as an organization. This is 

important if I am to determine which 

resources are needed to gain competitive 

advantage, as the access to resources 
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will vary respectively to the boundaries of the organization. If for example Taylor & Francis 

are considered a part of the organization, it must be assumed that Industry and Innovation’s 

resource base encompass distribution network, printing press, typesetters etc. Editor-in-Chief, 

Mark Lorenzen (Interview 2010) describes Industry and Innovation as a creative organisation 

in the sense that it based on research and development. The focus is on creation and 

development of a good scientific journal, not distribution, business models and marketing – 

that is the publisher’s domain. 

Basically, Industry and Innovation can be perceived as an organization in two ways. Editor-

in-Chief Mark Lorenzen explains: “Industry and Innovation can be viewed from the 

publisher’s point of view and from [the editorial office’s] point of view”. As I am interested in 

determining how Industry and Innovation gains competitive advantage in the academic 

market, I have chosen to perceive the organization from the editorial office’s point of view. I 

am of course aware that this is a purely analytical distinction and that the relationship between 

the editorial office and the publisher cannot be completely ignored. The editorial office 

consists of only two people, Editor-in-Chief Mark Lorenzen and Editorial Assistant Jacob 

Riis. At present Mark Lorenzen is the only person who makes any editorial decisions, as none 

of the Associate Editors are currently involved in the daily management of the journal. As 

editor-in-chief, Mark Lorenzen is also the primary driver of the overall strategy for Industry 

and Innovation and, as mentioned, it was Mark Lorenzen, who made the very important 

application to Social Sciences Citation Index.  From the point of view of the editorial office, 

the license to operate stems from journals’ ability to publish academic content. When asked to 

describe what Industry and Innovation’s mission is, Mark Lorenzen (Interview, 2010) states 

that “Industry and Innovation is focus on research and development, not marketing and sales. 

We are in the market for generating content”.  

4.2.1 The Product of Industry and Innovation  

Mark Lorenzen states that Industry and Innovation is in the market for generating content for 

the journal. As I will argue later, I view Industry and Innovation as being in the market for 

selecting and refining the right academic content for the journal. This is due to the fact that 

the actual articles, which are published by Industry and Innovation, are not initially developed 

within the scope of the organization. The authors, who choose to submit articles to Industry 

and Innovation, are of course the most important resource, as they essentially provide the 

content of the journal. If Industry and Innovation does not receive any submissions, then the 

journal will die. Although it might be argued that the authors are the most important resources 
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which Industry and Innovation has, it is none the less a resource that Industry and Innovation 

has very little control over. In order for this resource to become valuable to Industry and 

Innovation, editor-in-chief Mark Lorenzen must be able to sort the good submissions from the 

less qualified ones. Furthermore, he must be able to assign the right reviewers in order to 

further develop the submission in the review process. Only when a submission, in the opinion 

of Mark Lorenzen, is ready for publication, the author can be considered as a valuable 

resource to Industry and Innovation. The value of a given author may increase if his/hers 

article becomes highly cited, thus helping to improve the ranking of Industry and Innovation 

in the Thompson Reuters – Web of Knowledge. 

The authors are not paid when an article is published by Industry and Innovation or by a 

competing journal. It is accepted in the academic market that all copyrights are normally 

transferred to the publisher for free leaving the author of a given article with no financial gain. 

The incentives to publish an academic text must therefore be found elsewhere. In an author 

survey carried out by The Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers, the 

four main reasons why authors choose to publish their academic results (ALPSP 1999) are: 

Firstly it is concluded that the main reason for publishing is the prospect of academic 

communication with peers. The second reason is that successful publishing enhances career 

prospects. Thirdly, the personal prestige of having an article published is named a motivating 

factor. Fourthly, the possibility of securing funding for future research is also found to be 

important to authors. In this thesis I will call these incentives “academic peer recognition” 

incentives. As I shall argue later, there is a ranking in academia that dictates which journals 

are most recognised and therefore give more peer recognition than others. For now it is 

important to state that the product of Industry and Innovation is the generation of academic 

content by selecting and refining articles.  

4.2.2 The Review Process at Industry and Innovation  

The main function of the organization is the work connected to the review process. Before 

analysing who and what is involved in the process, I will briefly try to explain the process 

itself. 

When a submitted article first arrives at the editorial office of Industry and Innovation, it is 

first scrutinised by editor-in-chief Mark Lorenzen, who may reject it out of hand, either 

because it is "out of scope", not dealing with the right subject matter for the journal, or 

because it is manifestly of such low quality that it cannot be considered at all.  
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If Mark Lorenzen chooses to accept the article, then it is sent to reviewers, at least two. The 

reviewers are experts in the scope of the paper and they are asked to classify the paper as 

“Accepted”, “Accept with revision”, “Reject but resubmit” or “Reject”. “Reject but resubmit” 

is the most common and in that case the reviewers suggest the nature of the improvements 

that they consider are required. If the two referees disagree, the paper may be sent to a third, 

or the editor may adjudicate between them - effectively acting as the third referee. When 

articles are re-submitted they go through this process again and re-reviews are done by the 

original reviewers. See appendix 9 for a graphical presentation of the review process. 

4.3 Production of the Journal – Who are Involved? 

I will now briefly describe who are directly and indirectly involved in the making of Industry 

and Innovation. The information used for the identification of the groups and individuals who 

are involved originate from both my personal observations, the interview with editor-in-chief, 

Mark Lorenzen, as well as the Industry and Innovation Database. The identification of who 

are involved in the making of the journal will later form the basis for the identification of 

valuable resources. 

4.3.1 Authors 

Industry and Innovation has, since the introduction of Manuscript Manager, had some 530 

submitted manuscripts. Currently Industry and Innovation has to fill 8 annual issues with 

approximately 5 articles each. Below I will describe, firstly what the authors offer to Industry 

and Innovation and secondly why they choose to do so. The motivations of authors to submit 

articles to academic journals are, however, not the primary focal point of this thesis and 

therefore I will use secondary data to support any claims made about such motivations. It is, 

however, important to understand the relationship between authors and journals if I am to 

comment on what constitutes competitive advantage for Industry and Innovation.  

4.3.2 Reviewers 

As mentioned, Industry and Innovation’s primary function is to facilitate the review process 

and the journal is thus highly dependent on reviewers. At present Industry and Innovation has 

991 reviewers in the Industry and Innovation Database. 

4.3.3 DRUID 

DRUID is a leading international research community focusing on research and doctoral 

education in industrial dynamics, based on theories of innovation, economic organization, 
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competitive advantage, organizational competencies, economic evolution and growth. 

DRUID became associated with Industry and Innovation in 2005. The DRUID member base 

consists of scholars, who have raised and sought to answer the same questions about 

industrial dynamics that Industry and Innovation seeks to address (Lorenzen, 2005). Many 

members of DRUID are distinguished (and highly cited) scholars within the fields of strategic 

management and industrial organization.  

4.3.4 Ektimo 

The online submission and review system, Manuscript Manager, with which Industry and 

Innovation operates, is provided by a small IT company called Ektimo. Essentially Ektimo 

consists of only one man, Andy Beara, who has both developed and sold the system to a 

variety of small journals. 

4.3.5 Associate Editors 

The associate editors are Henrik Sornn-Friese, Keld Laursen, Ammon Salter and Jeff Furman. 

Currently the associate editors are not much involved in the daily routines of Industry and 

Innovation.  

4.3.6 Copenhagen Business School 

When asked about contribution or interference in the management of the journal, Mark 

Lorenzen (Interview, 2010) states: “I think that they have forgotten that they pay for my and 

[Jacob’s] employment with Industry and Innovation. Two years ago, when the institution was 

in financial problems, my hours were cut from 300 to 200 – they were raised the year after” 

The contribution from Copenhagen Business School is of a financial character as this 

institution is paying for the work done by editor-in-chief, Mark Lorenzen, and editorial 

assistant, Jacob Riis. 

4.3.6 The International Editorial Board 

The International Editorial Board consists of 32 recognised scholars; Ash Amin, Alice 

Amsden, Steve Casper, Jens F. Christensen , Wan-wen Chu, Colin Crouch, Kathleen 

Eisenhardt, Jan Fagerberg, Maryann Feldman, Nicolai Foss, Martin Fransman, Elizabeth 

Garnsey, Meric Gertler, Gernot Grabher, Constance Helfat, Ulrich Juergens, Richard 

Langlois, Aija Leiponen, Bengt-Åke Lundvall, Peter Maskell, Anita McGahan, Ram 

Mudambi, Richard R. Nelson, Murali Patibandla, Mari Sako, Ron Sanchez, Annalee 
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Saxenian, Michael Storper, Tim Sturgeon, Karin Wagner, Hugh Whittaker and Jonathan 

Zeitlin. 

4.3.7 Taylor & Francis 

As publisher of Industry and Innovation, Taylor & Francis owns all copyrights, thus enabling 

them to make a monetary profit from the journal. As publisher they earn their rents by selling 

Industry and Innovation. They are, however, not involved in the academic production of the 

journal as their main function is connected to sales in the publishers market. In the academic 

market they provide a little marketing, mainly at big conferences where Editor-in-Chief, Mark 

Lorenzen participates. 

4.4 Summary 

The organization Industry and Innovation is in this thesis perceived as being the Editorial 

Office, which consists of Editor-in-Chief, Mark Lorenzen, and Editorial Assistant, Jacob Riis. 

The Editorial Office handles all daily routines connected to the running of a journal in the 

academic market (Taylor & Francis handle sales in the publisher market). The making of the 

journal, however, involves not only the editorial office but also such important stakeholders 

as authors, reviewers, DRUID, Ektimo, associate editors, the international editorial board and 

Taylor & Francis. 
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5. Industry and Innovation in the Organizational Field of 

Academia and in the Academic Market  

The aim of this thesis is to understand how Industry and Innovation can achieve competitive 

advantage in the academic market. As Industry and Innovation is a relatively young journal 

and a change in academic ownership took place in 2005 (the journal became associated with 

DRUID) it is important to understand the competitive environment in which the journal 

operates. My primary analysis is, as mentioned, based on the resource-based view which tries 

to explain how firm achieve competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). In order to understand 

how a journal like Industry and Innovation achieves competitive advantage it must firstly be 

determined what journals in the academic market are competing for. See figure 8 for 

progression in the thesis 

Figure 8

 

In order to determine what competitive advantage is in the academic market I will firstly 

describe the general rationality of the field of Academia, which will be described through the 

lenses of institutional theory and evidence of an organizational field will be presented. Scott 

(1995) defines organizational fields thus: “The notion of field connotes the existence of a 

community of organizations that partakes of a common meaning system and whose participants 

interact more frequently and fatefully with one another than with actors outside of the field.” It is 

this common meaning system, related to academia in large, which I hope to demonstrate has an 

influence on the strategic industry factors related to competitiveness in the academic market. 

Secondly, when I have described the organizational field of Academia and the rationality, or 
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meaning system, which governs it, I will comment on what other journals, at the level of the 

academic market, believe to be competitive advantage in the academic market is. It is important to 

note that although I will present evidence that certain institutions govern academia in general and 

provide a collective rationality, this does not mean that competitiveness between individual 

journals in the academic market can be ignored. The competition is, so to speak, happening on the 

basis of the collective rationality of the organizational field of academia. 

5.1 The Rationality of the Organizational Field of Academia  

Above I have used the term Academia loosely without going into specifics as to what the term 

includes. I shall now demonstrate that Industry and Innovation and all the stakeholders of the 

organization are a part of a larger organizational field, namely Academia. In the case of 

Industry and Innovation this implies that not only other journals are of importance when trying to 

decide what constitutes competitive advantage. I am aware that the development of institutional 

theory is primarily focused on how firms achieve legitimacy and license to operate and not how 

they gain competitive advantage. However, in the resource-based view Amit and Schoemaker 

(1993) have indicated, among others, that environmental factors, e.g. regulations, are of 

importance. By describing the organizational field in which Industry and Innovation operates I 

intend to demonstrate some of institutions that regulate this field. By focusing on the indirect 

regulations (normative and cognitive institutions) of the market I will be able to point to some of 

the factors that constitute competitive advantage in the academic market. I perceive the 

organizational field of Academia as seen in figure 9 
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Mayer and Rowan (1977) argue that firms, in this case Industry and Innovation, exist in 

markets where there are specific expectations as to how they should behave. Richard Scott 

(1995) argues that these expectations are governed by institutions which provide stability and 

meaning to social behaviour. Analytically, Scott (1995) operates with three types of 

institutions; regulative, normative and cognitive. Regulative institutions are laws, explicit 

rules, contracts and the regulation of these. Normative institutions are procedures, prescripts, 

and standards pertaining to a given situation. Cognitive institution involves widespread 

acceptance of the value of an activity and occurs when individuals take it for granted that a certain 

way of doing an activity is the best way. Two types of institutions govern the academic market 

– normative and cognitive. As mentioned in the introduction, scientific knowledge is certified 

through publishing in academic journals. The certification is done by having submitted 

articles reviewed and accepted by peers before the articles can be published. This will in 

Scott’s (1995) terminology be categorised as a cognitive institution. However, it is not only 

the actual review that certifies scientific ideas. The number of times that a given article is 

cited (in published articles) as well as the ranking of the journal, in which it is published, is 

also relevant in the certification process. This will in Scott’s (1995) terminology be 

categorised as a normative institution. Below these two institutions and subsequent logic in 
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the academic market is discussed before determining what will constitute a competitive 

journal. 

5.1.1 The Modern Peer Review - A Cognitive Institution in Academia  

As mentioned in the introduction, the peer review dates back to the 17th Century (Merton, 

1973). Since then it has become a bedrock institution in academia and it is normal for a paper 

or publication, which has not undergone this process, to be viewed sceptically at best within 

its expert community. Today the peer review is central to modern science and in order to have 

an article published it must be reviewed by peers, who have their area of expertise within the 

scope of the article (Fölster, 1995; Mangematin & Baden-Fuller, 2008 and Langfeldt et al., 

2010). On the Industry and Innovation website is states that All articles have undergone 

rigorous editorial screening and double-blind peer review by a minimum of two recognized 

scholars. (Industry and Innovations Peer Review Policy) Both within the fields of natural 

science and social science there is a common understanding of the peer review as an 

assurance of quality (Langfeldt et al., 2010). The actual reviews are primarily done by two 

types of reviewers. First there are the ad-hoc reviewers that a journal editor contacts when 

he/she receives a journal within the scope of that reviewer’s expertise. Secondly, most 

academic journals also rely on editorial boards to do reviews. The editorial boards mostly 

consist of recognised scholars whose opinion and skills are widely acknowledged. 

Reviewer 2 (Interview, 2010) states that he does reviews to “become a part of a community 

and to gain recognition”. Furthermore, he states “if I do not do reviews I would lose my 

impact has a scholar” In conclusion Reviewer 2 states that “academia is a game of 

recognition and status. If you gain status from doing reviews [in high ranking journals] then 

the chances of publishing [in high ranking journals] are higher. If you do not get to publish 

anyway [but only do reviews for high ranking journals] then the respect of your colleagues is 

a reward in itself”. Reviewing is not only an important institution in the academic market, it 

has evolved into to an institution in that it is of importance to the larger organizational field of 

academia. The peer review does not only affect scholars and academics but also the larger 

organizational field of academia. Ektimo, the supplier of Manuscript Manager, and other 

companies like it exist only due to the fact that peer reviews are needed by academic journals. 

Andy Beara (Interview, 2010) describes the market for online review and submission systems 

thus: “There are probably three known competitors that are reasonably big: Manuscript 

Central, Editorial Manager and E Journal Press and quite a few smaller companies like 

Manuscript Manager that have up 100 academic journals running on their pay per view 
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software and probably lots of home-made systems made by single developers or small 

companies. But as far as products that can be used for many journals there are maybe 20 in 

total. 3 reasonably big companies that have most of the business and then lot like Manuscript 

Manager that have a small number of journals as customers but offer a slightly more 

interactive service” 

Publishers like Taylor & Francis will have difficulties in marketing a journal as being 

academic if the journal does not use peer review as a way of ensuring academic quality in its 

articles. At most academic institutions, e.g. Copenhagen Business School, reviews are a part 

of the work that qualifies as research related activities. Alan Irwin (Interview, 2010), Dean of 

Research at Copenhagen Business School states that it is important that “you build up an 

understanding of the review process” 

5.1.1.1 Concerns Regarding the Peer Review   

There is, however, also scholars who have identified problems with the peer review. Fölster 

(1995) has argued that bias can be one of the major concerns when using peer reviews. Travis 

& Collins, 1991 argued that problems with conservatism and ‘cognitive cronyism’ may arise 

when using the peer review system as quality control. In the case of Industry and Innovation 

this issue is also relevant. In the Reviewer Survey (See appendix 10) one respondent wrote:” 

some new ideas that are too "revolutionary" may be difficult to put forward, if reviewers are 

narrowly focused of their own discipline or they are rather conservative with their ideas, 

especially if the article is cross-disciplinary.” 

Others have offered their critique on the chronic levels of disagreement or direct 

incompetence in the skills and abilities of the reviewers (Peters & Ceci, 1982; Garfunkel et 

al., 1990; Murray & Raths, 1996). In the Reviewer Survey (see appendix 10) pragmatic 

problems such as “time” has been voiced. One respondent wrote “Time is a scarce resource. I 

don't think I could do my work well as a reviewer if I have too many articles to read and 

comment on.” A second respondent wrote “Time !! I wish I had more time for reviewing 

papers !!!” Lastly a reviewer warned that “Network effects do exist with the attribution of 

papers to reviewers, and the editors of a journal have a tremendous role in selecting the 

reviewers for each paper. It is easy to foster a "friendly" or positive review.” 

As far as I have been able to investigate all reviews in academia are done free of charge – 

meaning that no monetary payment is made. Furthermore there is evidence in that journals are 

competing for the attention of reviewers. Riisgård (2000) claims that many reviewers are 
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struggling to cope with the amount of papers they have to review. In the Reviewer Survey 

(See appendix 10) it was apparent that many of Industry and Innovation’s reviewers felt that 

they lacked the time to do all the reviews they were asked to do. The time issue is important 

as there among authors is a pressure to have articles published as soon as possible. The 

scholar who first publishes a new idea, is the one who gets the credit for that idea. 

In order for academic journals to signal academic relevance and quality it is important that 

articles undergo peer review. The reviews can be done by either ad-hoc reviewers or by the 

editorial board. It is therefore important for journal editors to be able to attract reviews and 

members of editorial boards in order to consider an academic journal.  As reviewers are not 

paid to do reviews, the journal needs to attract reviewers by having a high ranking thus 

reflecting positively on the reviewer in the eyes of his/hers peers. 

5.1.2 Journal Citation Reports - A Normative Institution in the Academic 

Market 

Another important institution in academia is Thompson Reuters ISI – Web of knowledge 

which is the tool that is used to rank journals. Keld Laursen (Interview 2010) illustrates why a 

journal’s admission into ISI Web of Knowledge is important by stating “I would not submit to 

or review for a journal that is not listed in ISI web of knowledge”. Mark Lorenzen (Interview, 

2010) also states that being admitted into ISI Web of Knowledge “has been of key strategic 

importance to Industry and Innovation”. Lastly it is stated on ThomsonReuter.com (2010) 

that ”Authors and editors can identify the most appropriate, influential journals in which to 

publish.” From these statements it is natural to assume that there exists, in academia, a 

normative institution (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991) regarding the membership of ISI web of 

Knowledge. It is widely recognised throughout academia that the categories, by which 

journals are sorted and ranked, are the ones developed by Thompson Reuters in their ISI Web 

of Knowledge. Indeed it might be argued that Industry and Innovation is in a market for 

journals publishing within Business and Management. 

One of the most important normative institutions in the academic market is the Journal 

Citation Reports
4 which is made by Thompson Reuters. The Journal Citation Reports “offers 

a systematic, objective means to critically evaluate the world's leading journals, with 

quantifiable, statistical information based on citation data. By compiling articles' cited 

                                                
4 To read further about the Journal Citations Reports please go to 
http://thomsonreuters.com/products_services/science/science_products/a-z/journal_citation_reports 
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references, JCR Web helps to measure research influence and impact at the journal and 

category levels, and shows the relationship between citing and cited journals. The reports are 

available in Science and Social Sciences editions” (ThompsonReuter.com, 2010). The 

Journal Citations Reports are, in the social sciences, the primary method of the determining 

impact factor of a given journal. When a journal has been indexed in Thompson Reuters – 

Web of science for three years, it will be possible to calculate its Journal Impact Factor. It 

shows how many citations per article a volume of a journal has obtained from other journals. 

The factor is calculated on the basis of a two-year period after the publication. The Journals 

Impact Factor is therefore often taken as an expression of the general quality of the journal, 

and it might be significant in comparison with other journals. Currently more than 2242 

journals in the social sciences are covered in the Journal Citation Reports. For almost 100 

years scholars (Gross & Gross, 1927; Mangematin & Baden-Fuller, 2008) have been 

evaluating the quality of academic journals, and in the 1960s they started using the Journal 

Citation Report. Within the scope of Industry and Innovation’s market, as indicated above, 

Yuyuenyongwatana and Carraher (2008) and Mangematin and Baden-Fuller (2008) have 

argued that journal ranking is of key importance when scholars choose to submit or review 

articles. Editor-in-Chief, Mark Lorenzen, states that “The game [of the industry] is about 

entering into self reinforced cycles: if you for example get an impact factor of more than 1 [in 

Journal Citation Report] you are suddenly appearing on the radar of certain authors. You 

can use these authors to gain an impact factor of 1,5 which makes you appear on the radar of 

still better authors. In this way the cycles are self reinforcing” This is also an indication of the 

important role that the Journal Citation Reports play in the academic market.  

It is, however, not only in the literature that I have been able to trace the existence of the 

Journal Citation Report as a normative institution. Reviewer 2 (interview, 2010), who was the 

most active reviewer, states that he systematically refuses to do reviews for lower ranking 

journals. Furthermore, Andy Beara, supplier of Manuscript Manager, has experience with the 

Journal Citation Report as an institution. Andy Beara (Interview, 2010) describes that “in 

every academic sphere there tends to be a few flagship journals which are highly ranked and 

which will be the ones that authors will always submit to if they have got a hot paper. It is a 

bit of a pyramid. The small journals at the bottom are picking from the stuff that the big 

journals do not want to publish. The majority of the journals are like Industry and Innovation 

– they are small journals. Only the really big journals need very sophisticated systems and for 

them Manuscript Central will be the choice.” Ektimo, which is a small company, has found its 
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niche because of the way that journals are ranked – supplying online submission and review 

systems to small journals (like Industry and Innovation). This indicates the existence of an 

organizational field where Ektimo operates in a market that is governed by the same 

rationality as the academic market, in which Industry and Innovation operates. 

5.1.3 The Rationality of Organizational Field of Academia 

The peer review is fundamental in academia both as quality control, as certification of 

science, as a way of making money for Ektimo (and companies like Ektimo) and as tool to 

gain recognition among peers. If journals like Industry and Innovation want to be legitimate 

journals, they have to use peer reviews. Journal ranking in the Thompson Reuters – Web of 

Science is of key importance to becoming a successful journal. Ranking has influence on all 

aspects of academia. Higher ranking equals access to better authors and reviewers. DRUID 

wants Industry and Innovation to be a good ranked outlet. Ektimo has found a niche in 

delivering online submission systems to lower ranked journal. Figure 10 below illustrates the 

rationality of academia seen from the perspective of Industry and Innovation.  

Figure 10 
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competitive advantage when they implement value creating strategies that are not 

simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competing firms.” The notion 

of sustained competitive advantage differs depending on which school of theory is applied. 

Porter (1985) defines sustained competitive advantage as a period of time, in which 

competitive advantage is sustained. Barney (1991), however, writes that it depends on the 

possibility of competitive duplication. Sustained competitive advantage is only possible when 

competitors have stopped trying to duplicate the competitive advantage. This, however, does 

not mean that sustained competitive advantage is sustained forever. The firm is still 

vulnerable to structural changes in the industry. In summary, there is a difference between 

competitive advantage and sustained competitive advantage as illustrated by Barney (1991) 

“A firm is said to have a competitive advantage when it is implementing a value creating 

strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential competitors. A 

firm is said to have a sustained competitive advantage when it is implementing a value 

creating strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any current or potential 

competitors and when these other firms are unable to duplicate the benefits of this strategy.” 

This definition of competitive advantage does, however, not present any suggestions as to 

what value is. Above I have accounted for the rationality of academia. Below I will discuss 

what Industry and Innovation’s rivals consider to be success in the academic market. 

5.2.2 Rivals – Who Constitutes the Competition and What is 

Competitiveness? 

 In the case of Industry and Innovation I have called this industry that academic market. 

Industry and Innovation is just one of many journals within the fields of economics, 

organizational theory and economic geography. But before the market can be defined, I find it 

important to discuss the scope of the academic market. The scope of the academic market can 

of course be defined differently according to whom you ask. I, however, find it natural to use 

the categories used in the Journal Citation Reports, which is the annual report of rankings 

from ISI Web of knowledge (2009). The categories used in the Journal Citation Reports are 

Business, Economics, Geography, Management and Planning & Development, and these 

categories are also used by editor-in-chief, Mark Lorenzen, when he defines the competitors 

of Industry and Innovation. As seen in Table 2, the academic market, in my definition, 

consists of 549 individual academic journals.  
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5.2.3 Competitors’ Factors for Success - The Leading Journals 

As mentioned, this thesis aims to analyse Industry and Innovation’s competitiveness through 

the lenses of the resource-based view. Above I have demonstrated that two institutions exist 

within the organizational field, in which Industry and Innovation operates. In order to gain 

legitimacy in this organizational field, Industry and Innovation has to operate within the scope 

of the institutions in this field. This does, however, not imply that Industry and Innovation 

gains competitive advantage just by being a legitimate journal. Industry and Innovation’s 

competitors, the 549 other journals, have this legitimacy as well. The below discussion will 

focus on what exactly Industry and Innovation’s rivals consider to be key success factors in 

the academic market. 

In the academic market, as in most other markets, there are of course highly successful 

journals and journals of less renown. I shall later elaborate on the reason for this difference 

but for now I will present what some of the editors from highly successful journals believe to 

be of importance if a journal is to be successful. Amy Hillman (see appendix 7 for my 

correspondence with Amy Hillman), editor for Academy of Management Review, mentions 

two factors that have been important for the success of this journal: 1) The quality of the 

articles published. 2) The developmental quality of the reviews provided.  

It is, furthermore, interesting to note that Amy Hillman states that she, as editor, can affect 

these factors in two ways.1) That the journal is very selective regarding what is published. 2) 

The journal works hard to have a merit-based editorial board and only uses ad-hoc reviewers 

that provide timely developmental feedback. Each review is scored by the editor and 

Academy of Management Review maintains a life history of every reviewer’s timeliness and 

quality average of their reviews. 

Editor Duane, Ireland, from Academy of Management Journal gives four reasons as to what 

constitutes a journal’s academic success. 1) The publishing work that becomes highly cited. 

Table 2: Journals listed in ISI under the categories BUSINESS; ECONOMICS; GEOGRAPHY; 

MANAGEMENT and PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

 

Source: ISI Web of Knowledge - 2009 JCR Social Science Edition 
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2) Publishing work by well known scholars. 3) Publishing work that moves a field forward 

within individual research domains. 4) Being highly visible to scholars throughout the world. 

This occurs primarily through attendance at meetings and through communications in order to 

encourage scholars to submit their scholarship to the journal.  

As editor Duane Ireland believes that he can affect these factors by dong the following:  1) 

Selecting well-published scholars to serve as associate editors for the journal. 2) Appointing 

well-known scholars to the editorial review board. 3) Appointing scholars who have 

published in the Journal they are serving, to the editorial review board. 4) Serving as a 

"product champion" for the journal one is serving in all venues in which the editor 

participates. 5) Involving people as associate editors and as board member will help the 

journal reach its editorial mission. 

Based on the success factors presented by some of Industry and Innovation’s rivals in the 

academic market, I conclude the following: 1) Getting the best authors to submit papers is a 

key success factor. This can only be measured ex post when citations have been analysed. 2) 

Selecting and engaging the most qualified reviewers to do peer reviews is a key success factor 

in the academic market because the better an article is, the more citations it will get, thus 

increasing journal ranking. The rationality of academia combined with Industry and 

Innovation rivals’ notion of success in the academic market will be discussed below in order 

to clarify what competitive advantage in the academic market is. 

5.2.4Implications for Industry and Innovation  

All the above factors can be summarised into one product/factor, which helps Industry and 

Innovation to achieve competitive advantage. That factor is highly cited articles. The articles, 

which are submitted to Industry and Innovation, can be viewed as both the product of Industry 

and Innovation as well as a resource. In order to have this resource Industry and Innovation 

needs authors to submit articles to the journal. My argument for mentioning the articles and 

not the authors as a resource is that Industry and Innovation ultimately has no control over 

who submits to the journal. The articles, once they have been submitted, constitute a resource, 

which in the end might be a source of competitive advantage. My assumption is that the 

quality of submission will rise or fall with the ranking of the paper. 

Only authors, who have chosen to submit an article for review, can be considered as a 

resource to Industry and Innovation. Getting good articles, which have a high citation rate, is, 

as described previously, necessary if Industry and Innovation is to gain higher ranking in 
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Thompson Reuters – Web of Science. Thus, of all the articles which are submitted and 

published by Industry and Innovation, only the ones that get enough citations to make an 

impact in Thompson Reuters – Web of Science can be considered to be valuable. As the 

inclusion of Industry and Innovation into Thompson Reuters – Web of Science will not be 

effective until 2011, this is a resource, which the journal currently has no benefit from now. 

Each published article is unique and can, if it is good enough, provide Industry and 

Innovation with better ranking. An article published by Industry and Innovation cannot be 

used by other journals to improve their ranking. 

Highly cited articles are subject to time compression diseconomies: the longer a highly cited 

article exists, the longer it can positively affect the ranking of a journal. They are also subject 

to asset mass efficiencies, as more highly cited articles will improve ranking even further. 

This in turn is what makes “catching up” in the academic market difficult. Older journals have 

more highly cited articles giving them a continuous edge over relatively new journals like 

Industry and Innovation. Industry and Innovation in turn will tend to have an advantage over 

still younger journals. Highly cited articles are also subject to interconnectedness of stock 

assets as they are go through many processes (Mark Lorenzen, review and re-reviews) before 

they are published.  

Articles are subject to slow asset erosion because once an article has been published, it will 

continue to generate citations until it is considered obsolete by academics. This process is of 

course unique to each article, as important articles (the ones with relative most citations) are 

cited the longest. Articles with lower impact factor are generally cited for shorter periods of 

time. 

Precisely which processes that lead to firstly the creation of content (review process included) 

and secondly many citations of a highly cited published article, are difficult to imitate. Even 

for the journal, in which the article is published, it will be difficult to copy the process 

Highly cited articles are non substitutable as they are the only means to getting a higher 

ranking in Thompson Reuters – Web of Science. The resources, which Industry and 

Innovation must have in order to gain competitive advantage, must enable the journal to 

produce highly cited articles. The resources of Industry and Innovation will be discussed 

below.  
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5.3 Summing up on the Rationality of Academia and Academic 

Market – What Is Competitive Advantage for Industry and 

Innovation? 

Industry and Innovation is a relatively new journal and, therefore, it has been important to 

gain a greater understanding of the market, in which it operates. Firstly, I have argued that 

Industry and Innovation is part of an organizational field, which I have termed academia. In 

this field I have, furthermore, identified two institutions, which influence and shape the 

behaviour of all the actors and organizations that constitute the field. Firstly, the peer review 

has been identified as a necessary means of ensuring academic quality. Mark Lorenzen 

describes Industry and Innovation as being in the market for generating and creating content 

for academic journals. The content, which is ultimately generated, is articles. Rival editor 

Amy Hillman states that “If articles published don’t get attention (citations) or reviewers 

become slow or provide bad reviews, people will switch to another journal of choice” Figure 

11 sums up what constitutes competitive advantage in the academic market. 

 

  

. 

 

  

Figure 11 
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6. Resources, Capabilities and Core Competencies – Possible 

Sources of Competitive Advantage to Industry and Innovation   

Firstly, I will discuss the role of Mark Lorenzen and the associate editors as they can be 

considered the top management of the journal and thus possessing the core competencies of 

Industry and Innovation.  Secondly, I will discuss which resources are available to Industry 

and Innovation and if the resource in itself is a resource of competitive advantage. The value 

of each of these resources will be measured on the basis of the above analysis of the academic 

market and academia. The resource must enable Industry and Innovation to attain some of the 

strategic industry factors mentioned above. See figure 12 for the progression of the thesis. 

Figure 12

 

6.1 The Nature and Identification of Resources 

In the following I will identify the resources that are available to Industry and Innovation. The 

actual identification of valuable resources is done on the basis of the interviews I have done 

with the key stakeholders of Industry and Innovation. In order to describe the nature and value 

of each of these resources I will uses the criteria suggested by Jay Barney (1991) that 

resources must meet in order for that resource, in itself, to be a source of competitive 
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will shortly describe how each of these criteria is defined primarily by Barney (1991) but also 
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6.1.1 Valuable  

First and foremost a resource must enable a firm to employ a value-creating strategy by either 

outperforming its competitors or reduce its own weaknesses (Barney, 1991; Amit and 

Shoemaker, 1993, p36). In order to determine if a resource is valuable it must create value 

that corresponds to what Amit and Schoemaker (1993) term strategic industry factors. Barney 

(1991, p. 191) has argued that environmental models of competitive advantage help “isolate 

those firm attributes that exploit opportunities and/or reduce threats and thus specify which 

firm attributes can be considered as resources” In the case of Industry and Innovation an 

attribute of the organization can only be considered a valuable resource if it helps Industry 

and Innovation meet some of the criteria of competitiveness that are characteristic of the 

academic market. These characteristics have been discussed in the previous section of the 

thesis and include high ranking in the Social Sciences Citation Index, submissions from 

qualified authors, reviews by competent reviewers etc. 

6.1.2 Rare 

If for instance all Industry and Innovation’s competitors had access to DRUID in the same 

way that Industry and Innovation has, this resource would not, in itself, be a potential source 

of competitive advantage.  In order for a resource to be valuable it must, according to Barney 

(1991), be rare. In order to determine if a resource is rare, it cannot be available to a large 

number of journals in the academic market (Barney, 1991). The rarity of aspect of resources is 

also directly connected to the foundations of the resource-based view, and it can be traced 

back to the writings of Edith Penrose (1959), who was the first to describe firm as a “pool of 

resources” which is heterogeneous. This heterogeneity accounts for how seemingly similar 

firms perform (grow) differently. In this section I will analyse the resources and capabilities 

that enables Industry and Innovation to produce a journal. Furthermore, I will try to identify 

which resources and capabilities that should be developed or acquired in order to enhance the 

journal’s ranking in the SSCI.  

Valuable resources, which are not rare, are called pedestrian resources, and they are only 

sources of competitive parity and not sustainable sources of superior industry returns 

(Michalisin et al., 2004) 

6.1.3 In-imitable 

If a valuable resource is controlled by only one firm it could be a source of a competitive 

advantage (Barney, 1991, p107). This advantage could be sustainable if competitors are not 
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able to duplicate this strategic asset perfectly (Peteraf, 1993; Barney, 1986). In order to 

determine if a resource is difficult to imitate I will use most of the concepts presented by 

Dierickx and Cool (1989). The authors suggest Time Compression Diseconomies, Asset Mass 

Efficiencies, Interconnectedness of Stock Assets, Asset Erosion and Causal Ambiguity as 

characteristics which will make imitation difficult.  

6.1.3.1Time Compression Diseconomies  

Ability to imitate a resource may be difficult if the value of the resource increase over time. 

Dierickx and Cool (1989) use an excellent conversation between a British Lord and his 

American visitor to explain Time Compression Diseconomies: How come you got such a 

gorgeous lawn?" "Well, the quality of the soil is, I dare say, of the utmost importance." "No 

problem." "Furthermore, one does need the finest quality seed and fertilizers". "Big deal". 

"Of course, daily watering and weekly moving are jolly important". "No sweat, just leave it to 

me!" "That's it." "No kidding?!" "Oh, absolutely. There is nothing to it, old boy; just keep it 

up for five centuries". 

6.1.3.2 Asset Mass Efficiencies 

Imitating a resource will be difficult when historical success translates into favourable initial 

asset stock positions, which in turn facilitate further asset accumulation, which improves the 

value still further (Dierickx and Cool, 1989). This in turn means that “difficulties in "catching 

up" may be greater still when the asset accumulation process exhibits discontinuities, i.e. 

when critical mass is required.” (Dierickx and Cool, 1989 p 1508). 

6.1.3.3 Interconnectedness of Asset Stocks 

If the building of one resource is dependent on another resource then it will be more difficult 

to imitate this resource (Dierickx and Cool, 1989) 

6.1.3.4 Asset Erosion  

The degree to which a resource loses its value is called asset erosion (Barney). The longer a 

resource can maintain its value, the harder it is for rivals to imitate it. 

6.1.3.5 Causal Ambiguity 

An important underlying factor of in-imitability is causal ambiguity, which occurs if the 

source from which a firm’s competitive advantage stems, is unknown If the resource in 

question is knowledge-based or socially complex, causal ambiguity is more likely to occur as 

these types of resources are more likely to be idiosyncratic to the firm in which it resides 
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6.1.4 Non-substitutable 

Even if a resource is rare, potentially value-creating and imperfectly imitable, an equally 

important aspect is lack of substitutability (Dierickx and Cool, 1989; Barney, 1991.) Again, it 

is very difficult to determine if resources are non-substitutable, as this would require perfect 

information about the market and competitors. In this thesis I will thus only be able to 

speculate whether or not the resource is non-substitutable. 

6.2 Problems in Identifying Valuable Resources and Capabilities 

As this theoretical view has an internally focussed perspective on the heterogeneous resources 

available as a source of competitive advantage, it has some important limitations which I will 

discuss below. The internal focus presents me with one potential big problem – the 

identification of resources, capabilities and core competencies, which are a source competitive 

advantage, is almost always done in retrospect, e.g. Prahalad and Hamel’s (1990) case of GTE 

and NEC. For Industry and Innovation, a journal looking to improve its competitiveness in the 

academic market, I will have to try and identify resources, capabilities and core competencies 

which in the future might be a source of competitive advantage. One of the shortcomings of 

the resource-based view is that it pays little attention to market. If I am to analyse how 

Industry and Innovation gains competitive advantage I must also, in theory, understand the 

nature of the market, in which the journal wishes to be competitive. Otherwise how do 

companies know which resources, capabilities and core competencies will be a source of 

competitive advantage? Indeed, within the resource-based view, causal ambiguity (Dierickx 

& Cool, 1989) means that competitors, and sometimes even the company itself, will have 

difficulties in describing what the underlying processes, which provide privileged positions in 

the market, are. Barney (1991) argues that in-imitability is key, if resources are to be a source 

of competitive advantage. If the identification and in-imitable aspects of resources are present, 

a problem for competitors it will most certainly also present a problem for researchers like 

myself. 

6.3 The Resources of Industry and Innovation  

Authors, Reviewers, Ektimo, Copenhagen Business School, DRUID, Associate Editors and 

the Editorial Office are all resources which are of importance to Industry and Innovation. 

Below I will discuss, in detail, which resource, if any, will enable Industry and Innovation to 

publish highly cited articles, thus increasing the journal’s ranking in Thompson Reuters – 

Web of Science.  
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6.3.1 The Authors as a resource 

As main producer of articles, which has the potential to be highly cited, the authors, who 

submit to Industry and Innovation, are a key resource. 

6.3.1.1 Valuable 

The authors provide the raw material of the journal - the articles. The more authors Industry 

and Innovation gets submissions from, the more articles editor-in-chief Mark Lorenzen has to 

chose from (here the evaluation skills of the editor plays a huge role – see capabilities below).   

Since Industry and Innovation became associated with DRUID, the number of yearly issues 

has increased from 2 to 8 in 2011. Furthermore, when it was announced, primo 2009, that 

Industry and Innovation had been included in Thompson Reuters – Web of Science, the 

number of submissions also increased significantly. A downside to this increase in 

submissions has been that Industry and Innovation also receives a larger amount of articles of 

a lower standard, thus adding needlessly to the workload of the editorial office. Inclusion into 

Thompson Reuters – Web of Science puts a journal on the radar of both good and poor 

authors.   

6.3.1.2 Rare 

An Author is not rare – all journals get submissions. Being a valuable resource, but not rare, 

of course means that authors are a pedestrian resource in the academic market. 

6.3.1.3 In-imitable 

An author as a resource is not subject to Time Compression Diseconomies or Causal 

Ambiguity. The resource is, however, subject to Asset Mass Efficiencies. The more authors 

who submit to Industry and Innovation, the more material does the journal have to choose 

from when trying to select an article which might be a source of citations. Authors are 

sometimes subject to fast Asset Erosion. If Industry and Innovation is not fast enough to make 

a decision about a submitted article, the author might choose to withdraw his/her article. This 

is due to the fact that authors want to be first in presenting novel research. At Industry and 

Innovation this has happened but only very seldom. Consequently, it is very important for 

Industry and Innovation to shorten review time. The peer review process, which all articles 

must undergo, implies that authors are subject to Interconnectedness of Stock Assets. The 

editorial office will have to make an initial decision about the author’s submission and might 

suggest changes before choosing to let the article go into review. In the review process the 
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reviewers make suggestions to the author. The whole process is handled by Manuscript 

Manager. 

6.3.1.4 Non-substitutable 

As authors are a pedestrian resource this resource cannot be substituted. 

6.3.2 The Reviewers as a Resource – Quality Assurance 

In the case of Industry and Innovation, all articles, which make it past “desk rejection”, are 

sent to review and as many as 95% of published papers receive some revision and most are 

revised several times. Below I analyse the reviewers of Industry and Innovation as a resource 

of Industry and Innovation within the parameter suggested by Barney (1991). 

6.3.2.1 Valuable 

The reviewers are important because they, as mentioned above, provide quality assurance and 

are a very well founded part of academia. Mangematin and Baden-Fuller (2008: 119) describe 

the relationship between journals and reviewers thus: “[journals] have transparent 

mechanisms for assessing knowledge based on the peer review system and a board of 

editors.” It is widely agreed (Mangamatin & Baden-Fuller, 2008) that this improving function 

by reviewers is of value in maintaining the overall quality of the scholarly literature. This 

implies that reviewers in general are a “must have” for all academic journals As illustrated 

above, some reviewers will only do reviews if the journal in question has a high enough 

ranking. Indeed, I argued in the previous chapter that there is a mutual relationship between 

the ranking of the journal and the quality of reviewers. In general the value of reviewers is in 

some part connected to the ranking of the journal. 

Industry and Innovation currently has about 1.000 reviewers in the Industry and Innovation 

Database, which allows the editor-in-chief to draw on a wide aspect of reviewers but whether 

or not this number is sufficient in order for the resource to be valuable is difficult to access. 

Combining this with the fact the reviewers in general are concerned with the review workload 

gives some useful insights into the value of reviewers. In the Reviewers Survey (See appendix 

10) 64,5% “agreed” and 12,9% “strongly agreed” in the following statement, when I asked to 

agree or disagree on a Likert scale: “As a reviewer I do not only ensure quality I also play an 

active role in forming the papers I review” This indicates that reviewers not only serve as 

quality control but that they actively contribute to the making of the article. Here it is 
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important to mention that the knowledge and academic skills of the reviewer will determine if 

he/she might be able to shape the paper to make it better. 

Hence, a major concern for Industry and Innovation is the challenge of attracting, engaging 

and retaining enough reviewers with the right skills and competencies in order to ensure 

sustained competitive advantage. 

6.3.2.2 Rare  

As a resource reviewers are not rare. In theory even the smallest most obscure journal is free 

to contact a given scholar and ask him/her to do a review. However, most scholars are, as 

mentioned above, only interested in doing reviews for journals with a high ranking (being 

accepted into Thompson Reuters- Web of science also signals ranking) or because they have 

some kind of relationship, e.g. DRUID or being personal friends with the editor. In the case of 

Industry and Innovation there are 549 competing journals which are currently in the academic 

market. All these journals have access to reviewers, which indicates that reviewers are not a 

resource that is rare. As mentioned above, the valuable resources that are not rare, like 

reviewers, are called pedestrian resources (Michalisin et al., 2004). In order to be able to 

compete in the academic market, a journal must have reviewers. 

6.3.2.3 In-imitable 

Despite reviewers being a pedestrian resource I will argue that the value of the resource can 

vary from journal to journal. The resource is not subject to time compression diseconomies, as 

its value comes from use, i.e. idle reviewers are of no value to Industry and Innovation. They 

are, however, subject to asset mass efficiencies. If for example a journal only had 100 

reviewers, this journal would more frequently be forced to ask the same reviewers to do 

reviews and thus risking overloading the reviewer. So, the more reviewers Industry and 

Innovation has, the more valuable the resource becomes. It will be very difficult to determine 

what exactly the critical mass of reviewers is, but the more reviewers a journal has access to, 

the better. Reviewers, as a resource, are heavily dependent on other resources in order for the 

resource to be valuable, thus being subject to interconnectedness of stock assets 

Reviewers as a resource are subject to some asset erosion. Industry and Innovation has some 

reviewers who have never been asked to do a review. If Industry and Innovation does not use 

a reviewer listed in the reviewer database to do review, this reviewer is of no value to the 

journal. He or she might even lose interest in doing reviews for the journal, if they are never 

asked to do reviews. 
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The way in which journals use reviewers is almost identical. However, some journals are 

better at using their reviewers than others. At Industry and Innovation the processes that 

surround the build up of the reviewer database have been developing since 2005 and the 

introduction of Manuscript Manager. Although other journals use reviewers in the same way 

as Industry and Innovation, the processes by which this is done are idiosyncratic to each 

journal. In the previous chapter I showed how Academy of Management Review scores each 

review and maintain a life history of every reviewer’s timeliness and quality average of their 

reviews.  

This is different from how reviewers are handled at Industry & Innovation, where reviewers 

are not scored after each review. The different handling of reviewers and the subsequent 

difficulty in evaluating these processes are evidence of causal ambiguity  

6.3.2.4 Non-substitutable 

Due to the fact that the peer review is such an important institution in academia I do not 

believe that another resource can substitute reviewers. 

6.3.3 Manuscript Manager as a Resource 

Ektimo provides Industry and Innovation with an online submission and review system – 

Manuscript Manager. Before Industry and Innovation bought Manuscript Manager from 

Ektimo, authors had to send articles via email or by regular mail. Below I analyse Ektimo and 

Manuscript Manager as a resource of Industry and Innovation within the parameter suggested 

by Barney (1991). 

6.3.3.1 Valuable 

Andy Beara (2010) explains that today the authors can easily submit an article and as they do, 

they are asked to provide JEL codes in their manuscript keywords. This added feature, which 

has been developed specifically for Industry and Innovation, provides Mark Lorenzen with 

more information for assigning reviewers. Manuscript Manager facilitates the processing and 

distribution of submitted articles so that they may be reviewed as quickly as possible after 

submission. Furthermore, the system allows for tracking and monitoring of the whole process 

from submission to publication. Below I will describe and analyse each of the specific 

functions of Manuscript Manager and elaborate on how the sum of these functions constitute 

a valuable resource for Industry and Innovation. 

Efficient reviewer selection 
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The feature “Editor evaluation and selection of reviewers/sub-editors” has recently been 

developed in cooperation with Industry and Innovation to include JEL codes. Andy Beara 

(2010) elaborates on the importance of this initiative in order to make the selection of 

reviewers more efficient “This new development will be an improvement, as, obviously, the 

big difficulty for the editor is finding the reviewers so anything that can improve the quality of 

the reviewer resources is going to save a lot of time and also help to get better qualified 

reviews” It is valuable to a journal to be able to select reviewers efficiently. As argued in the 

previous chapter, the editor needs to select reviewers who have skills within the scope of the 

article that they are asked to review. Manuscript Manager as a resource enables Mark 

Lorenzen to assign reviews more efficiently.  

Automatic correspondence 

Requests, reminders and “thank you” to reviewers are handled automatically, which enables 

shorter review time. The automatic responses help keep review time to a minimum, which is 

of particular importance to authors, who want to have their articles published as soon as 

possible. Furthermore, the automatic responses allow Mark Lorenzen to focus his attention to 

more strategic mattes, such as recruiting new reviewers, desk rejecting poor articles etc. In 

short, the automatic correspondence enables shorter review time and frees up valuable time 

for the editor 

Highly configurable and flexible 

As Manuscript Manager is a one-man operation, Industry and Innovation has been able to 

tailor the system to the journal's individual workflow. “I&I has probably given 30 per cent of 

the feedback that has gone into making the product better”  

Functions not used by Industry and Innovation  

Evaluation - of reviewer reports is a feature that exists in the system by is not currently being 

used by Industry and Innovation. 

6.3.3.2 Rare 

Online review and submission systems are not in them self rare; however, below I will argue 

that Manuscript Manager is a rare resource in the academic market. Manuscript Manager has 

been developed by Ektimo, but Industry and Innovation has had a huge influence on the 

system. Andy Beara (Interview, 2010) estimates that “Industry and Innovation has probably 

given 30 per cent of the feedback that has gone into making [Manuscript Manager] better” 
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The system can therefore be said to be tailor made for Industry and Innovation and performs 

processes that characterise the organization. Furthermore, Andy Beara (Interview, 2010) can 

see the relationship between Ektimo and Industry and Innovation continuing well into the 

future. Also, Andy Beara cannot imagine that Industry and Innovation would want to change 

to a competitor or go back to the “paper trail”. For his part he sees Manuscript Manager as a 

long term source of income (Beara, Interview 2010). This shows that Ektimo’s stake in 

Industry and Innovation is of a financial character and that Ektimo is very interested in 

maintaining and building the relationship. 

6.3.3.3 In-imitable  

Manuscript Manager is not subject to time compression diseconomies or asset mass 

efficiencies. Manuscript Manager is subject to Interconnectedness of Stock Asset. The value 

of the online submission and review system is highly dependent on there being reviewers in 

the database. It is also dependent on the editorial office’s use of the system. The better the 

editorial office is in using the system, the more the value of the system increases. Without 

input (submission and reviewers) and use (the review process) the value of the system is 

reduced to nothing. Therefore the continued use and input to the system will ensure that 

Manuscript Manager is subject to little Asset Erosion. Lastly, the system is subject to Causal 

Ambiguity. Many of the features of Manuscript Manager have, as mentioned, been developed 

in cooperation between Ektimo and Industry and Innovation. Use of the system is 

idiosyncratic to the editorial office of Industry and Innovation. Whether or not this causal 

ambiguity is a source of competitive advantage is difficult to measure both for competitors 

and Industry and Innovation. 

6.3.3.4 Non-substitutable 

Although Manuscript Manager to some extent has been developed in cooperation with 

Industry and Innovation, thus adding features like JEL code, which are specifically developed 

for Industry and Innovation, Manuscript Manager is not non-substitutable. Other journals can 

of course develop their systems in cooperation with their suppliers and tailor the system for 

their need. Andy Beara (Interview, 2010), however, gave me the impression that other 

systems are developed for mass markets and not specifically for each journal. Andy Beara 

(Interview, 2010) describes the market for online submission systems thus: “There are 

probably three known competitors that are reasonably big: Manuscript Central, Editorial 

Manager and E Journal Press and quite a few smaller companies like Manuscript Manager 
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that have up 100 academic journals running on their pay per view software and probably lots 

of home-made systems made by single developers or small companies.” 

In general submission systems are the only real option for handling reviews and submission as 

only outdated alternatives to handling submissions and reviews exist. These include 

submission and reviews handled by email or regular post. Both alternatives offer authors and 

reviewers much slower handling time as well as burdening the editor to the extreme. I, 

therefore, conclude that this resource is non-substitutable 

6.3.4 Copenhagen Business School – Paying the Bills 

The editorial processes of most academic journals take place within the scope of a university 

and are not something which resides with the publisher. Most academic journals are owned by 

publishers, but most of the work is done by academics, who are employed by universities. 

Below I analyse Copenhagen Business School as a resource of Industry and Innovation within 

the parameter suggested by Barney (1991). 

6.3.4.1 Valuable 

In the case of Industry and Innovation, Copenhagen Business School employ what I have 

characterised as the actual organization – that is to say that Mark Lorenzen and I are paid by 

Copenhagen Business School in order to facilitate the management of Industry and 

Innovation. In relation with Copenhagen Business School I should mention that the 

department that houses Industry and Innovation is The Department of Innovation and 

Organizational Economic. Although departments are highly autonomous at Copenhagen 

Business School I perceive them as one in this thesis. As a resource Copenhagen Business 

School enables Industry and Innovation to employ Mark Lorenzen and myself.  

According Dean of Research at Copenhagen Business School, Alan Irwin (Interview, 2010), 

there are two levels as to why it is important for Copenhagen Business School to have a 

journal. One is that of the international research game, that is to say that international journals 

are really important. Copenhagen Business School gets recognized because of the research, so 

the institution very much encourages this. The other is actually housing the journal. Alan 

Irwin thinks that there are actually two benefits: one is to be able to say that CBS has a very 

good journal like Industry and Innovation based here, which adds to the prestige. Here of 

course the ranking of the journal is important – better ranking equals higher prestige. 

Furthermore, he thinks it helps as it is one way in which you learn about submitting papers 
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because you see how journal editors work; you build up an understanding of the review 

process.  

6.3.4.2 Rare 

Copenhagen Business School is not a rare resource. Most scholars in academia are employed 

by universities or business schools. As noted earlier, Mark Lorenzen is employed by 

Copenhagen Business School, not by Taylor & Francis. Having a university or a business 

school paying the wage of the scholars, who serve as editors or assistant editors, is a 

pedestrian resource in the academic market.   

6.3.4.3 In-imitable 

Copenhagen Business School is not subject to Time Compression Diseconomies, Asset Mass 

Efficiencies, Interconnectedness of Stock Assets, Asset Erosion or Causal Ambiguity. 

Although there is only one Copenhagen Business School, this resource is easy to imitate. 

Most rivals also use universities and business schools as a source of finance. As the financing 

of a journal in the academic market is relatively cheap (only financing for the part time 

editorial team) this resource can be substituted by other institutions than universities or 

business schools. One could imagine that for example the publishers might provide the 

finances needed to employ the editorial team. 

6.3.4.1 Non-substitutable 

Financing does not need to originate from a university or business school and thus the 

resource can be substituted  

6.3.5 DRUID   - Academic ownership 

As the academic foundation of Industry and Innovation, DRUID is of great importance to the 

journal. Below I analyse DRUID as a resource of Industry and Innovation within the 

parameter suggested by Barney (1991). 

6.3.5.1 Valuable 

Both Mark Lorenzen (2005) and Keld Laursen (Interview, 2010) argue that the main value of 

DRUID to Industry and Innovation is that the editor is able to draw on the members’ 

expertise. This is relevant in two ways. Firstly, authors who are members of DRUID are more 

likely to submit to Industry and Innovation. In order to illustrate this point Mark Lorenzen 

(Interview, 2010) explains: “Nelson and Winter would not dream of submitting to Industry 

and Innovation if they were not related to DRUID”. Secondly, Mark Lorenzen can use the 
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members as reviewers and, indeed, many have been logged in the Industry and Innovation 

Reviewer Database. Furthermore, the membership fee for DRUID now includes a 

subscription to Industry and Innovation. This setup insures that all DRUID members are 

familiar with Industry and Innovation and the scholarly publication of the journal. 

Another way that DRUID is valuable to Industry and Innovation is that being associated with 

a respected and important academic society signals that the journal should be taken seriously.  

As indicated in the history of the journal, the number of yearly issues actually has risen from 

two to eight since the journal became associated with DRUID in 2005.  

DRUID as a resource to Industry and Innovation enables the journal to appropriate value in 

two ways. Firstly, Industry and Innovation can now directly use DRUID as source of qualified 

and skilful reviewers and authors. Secondly, DRUID provides Industry and Innovation with a 

better reputation. 

6.3.5.2 Rare 

Other journals in the academic market have access to academic societies, e.g Academy of 

Management Review which is associated with Academy of Management. It is, however, not 

the case of most journals. Before Industry and Innovation became associated with DRUID, it 

was a journal without ties to academic societies.  Keld Laursen specifically states that DRUID 

could essentially do without Industry and Innovation, but that the relationship makes DRUID 

a bit more robust. The robustness being that DRUID now has a journal in addition to 

conferences and working papers series as academic outlets.  

DRUID also has a direct financial interest in the journal, as the membership fee of DRUID 

now includes a subscription to Industry and Innovation. This setup has, however, no direct 

financial effect on Industry and Innovation in the academic market, as Taylor & Francis, in 

the publisher market, handle that side of Industry and Innovation. In order for Industry and 

Innovation to be a good supplement to DRUIDS’s other academic outlets it is, according to 

Keld Laursen (Interview, 2010), important that Industry and Innovation becomes a respected 

innovation journal. Keld Laursen further states that high impact factor and many citations are 

very important in this regard. 

6.3.5.3 In-imitable  

DRUID as a resource is not subject to Time Compression Diseconomies, Interconnectedness 

of Stock Assets, or Asset Erosion. The resource is however subject to Asset Mass 
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Efficiencies. The more members there are of DRUID the more reviewers (and authors) are 

likely to do reviews or submit articles to the journal. The value of the resource increases with 

the number of member in DRUID. Lastly the resource is subject to Causal Ambiguity. If the 

relationship between DRUID and Industry and Innovation allows for the access to more 

reviewers the individual reasons each reviewer might have, will be difficult understand and 

imitate. 

6.3.5.4 Non-substitutable 

The, for Industry and Innovation, unique access to the members of DRUID cannot be 

substituted  

6.3.6 The International Editorial Board – Marketing 

According to editor-in-chief, Mark Lorenzen (Interview, 2010), the members have no 

particular interest in Industry and Innovation. When they were asked to join in 2005 they did 

so because of their affiliation with DRUID and thus have no direct stake in the journal other 

than what loyalty they feel towards DRUID. A few, Ram Mudambi and Michael Storper, are 

personal friends of Mark Lorenzen and might feel some commitment. 

6.3.6.1 Valuable 

All journals have editorial boards and they are used very differently. Mark Lorenzen 

(Interview 2010) explains that Industry and Innovation uses their International Editorial 

Board merely as a mean of marketing the journal to potential authors. The point is to have 

well respected (and highly cited) scholars associated with the journal so that other authors are 

more prone to submit articles. According to Mark Lorenzen, only a few members of the 

International Editorial Board actually feel committed to Industry and Innovation and only 

because they are personal friends of Mark.  When DRUID became associated with Industry 

and Innovation, Mark Lorenzen used DRUID as a recruitment ground for members of the 

board. Mark Lorenzen (2010) formulates the role of the international editorial board thus: 

“Approximately 10 of the old board members were substituted with about 20-25 new ones. 

This was done only to make people think: “This is definitely a cool board” when they opened 

the journal or looked at the website.” 

6.3.6.2 Rare 

It is not rare to have an international editorial board and most journals indeed have some form 

of advisory board. Earlier I mentioned that Mark Lorenzen considers the international 
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editorial board a necessity as a form of marketing in the academic market. Mark Lorenzen 

(Interview, 2010) states that “all journal have editorial boards which they use for marketing”. 

The fact that this resource is valuable, but not rare, implies that is a pedestrian resource, 

necessary in order to be able to compete in the academic market. 

6.3.6.3 In-imitable  

Because this resource is a pedestrian resource it is inherently imitable and therefore not 

subject to Time Compression Diseconomies, Asset Mass Efficiencies, Interconnectedness of 

Stock Assets, Asset Erosion and Causal Ambiguity. 

6.3.6.4 Non-substitutable 

The international Editorial Board as a marketing tool can be substituted as it is a pedestrian 
resource. 

6.3.7 The Editorial Office 

The editorial office consists of only to people – Mark Lorenzen and Jacob Riis (me). As a 

resource it as important to note that any strategic work or development of capabilities is not 

analysed here. As editor-in-chief Mark Lorenzen’s ability to combine resources into 

capabilities will be discussed in the section called “The Nature and Identification of 

Capabilities” 

6.3.7.1 Valuable 

The bread and butter of Industry and Innovation are made by the editorial office. Here 

submitted articles are being prepared for reviews and correspondence with authors is also 

handled by the editorial office. 

6.3.7.2 Rare 

The functions handled by the editorial office are not rare. Other journals are also perfectly 

capable. An editorial office is a pedestrian resource in the academic market 

6.3.7.2 In-Imitable  

The processes are not subject to Time Compression Diseconomies, Asset Mass Efficiencies, 

Interconnectedness of Stock Assets, Asset Erosion or Causal Ambiguity. 
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6.4 The Nature and Identification of Capabilities in Industry and 

Innovation  

As indicated above, only a few of the resources of Industry and Innovation are in themselves 

sources of competitive advantage in the academic market. The review process (see appendix 

9), which is the primary work done by Industry and Innovation inherently includes the use of 

different resources. All the resources mentioned above are important to this process. 

Combining the resources into a competitive process is, however, not done automatically. 

Nelson (1991) has discussed sources of heterogeneity and found that firms develop different 

capabilities, which allow them to do some things with confidence, i.e. gaining competitive 

advantage. Capabilities, in contrast to resources, refer to a firm's capacity to deploy Resources, 

usually in combination, using organizational processes to affect a desired end (Amit and Shoemaker, 

1993).  The capabilities are developed through an evolutionary process, which is very difficult 

to imitate and copy (Lorenzen et al., 2004), thus making them a potential source of sustained 

competitive advantage. The development of capabilities takes place at the corporate level and 

Amit & Shoemaker (1993) state that “Capabilities are often developed in functional areas (e.g., 

brand management in marketing) or by combining physical, human, and technological resources at 

the corporate level. As a result, firms may build such corporate Capabilities as highly reliable service, 

repeated process or product innovations, manufacturing flexibility and responsiveness to market 

trends, and short product development cycles.  

If this line of thought is applied to the case of Industry and Innovation, editor-in-chief Mark 

Lorenzen becomes a central character, if the journal is to gain competitive advantage. The 

review process, described earlier, is the frame within which Mark Lorenzen has to combine 

the different resources of Industry and Innovation. 

The Management of Industry and Innovation, in this thesis defined as Mark Lorenzen and the 

associate editors, might through their deployment and combination bundling of the above 

mentioned resources, constitute a source of competitive advantage. .” Prahalad and Hamel 

(1990) add to this “the real sources of competitive advantage are found in management’s 

ability to consolidate corporatewide technologies and production skills into [core] 

competencies”. It is the management of the journal which possesses the capability to combine 

resources in order to gain competitive advantage. 

Editor-in-chief Mark Lorenzen can, together with the associate editors, Jeff Furman, Ammon 

Salter, Keld Laursen and Henrik Sornn-Friese, also be considered to be the top management 
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of Industry and Innovation and thereby potentially as instrumental in securing competitive 

advantage. Even though the associated editors are not involved in the daily routines, they are 

not unimportant as they are involved in the strategic planning of the journal. Together with 

Mark Lorenzen they can be considered to be part of the top management of Industry and 

Innovation. Below I will describe and assess two capabilities which are available to Industry 

and Innovation due to the combination of resources. Although the reasons for this decrease in 

review time might be subject to causal ambiguity, I will try to discuss how the ability of Mark 

Lorenzen to successfully combine resources leads to a capability. It is important to note that 

more capabilities could easily exist, but the two mentioned below are the ones I have been 

able to identify. 

6.4.1 Capability 1 – Shortening Review Time 

One measurement of how, in particular, Mark Lorenzen, has been able to combine the 

resources of Industry and Innovation into capabilities is review time.  

6.4.1.1 Valuable 

As mentioned earlier, review time can be of great importance, when authors have to choose a 

journal to which they will submit an article. Whether or not a capability to reduce review time 

will actually be a direct source of competitive advantage can only be controlled 

retrospectively. As seen in figure 13, the review time of Industry and Innovation has 

decreased since 2008.   

 

6.4.1.2 Rare 

Access to the specific combination of resources, which has allowed Industry and Innovation 

to shorten review time, is not possible to Industry and Innovation’s rivals. The combination is 
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unique to Industry and Innovation and therefore rare and a possible source of competitive 

advantage. 

6.4.1.3 In-imitable 

This capability is subject to Causal Ambiguity as the complex interaction of resources and 

ability of the editor cannot easily by copied. The resources needed to develop this capability 

firstly include reviewers as this is the primary resource concerned. Manuscript Manager is 

also instrumental and especially automatic responses help shortening review time. The ability 

of the editorial office to develop methods of faster article processing is also important.  

6.4.1.4 Non-Substitutable 

Shortening review time is of great importance in the academic market and cannot be 

substituted as there is a pressure in the market for shorter review time.  

6.4.2 Capability 2 - Selecting the right reviewers  

Selecting the right reviewers is of great importance because it allows for better reviews.  If the 

scope of the article does not correspond to the skills of the reviewer, then Industry and 

Innovation will end up with sub-standard reviews. The ability to make this selection is 

however not easy and is very time consuming.   

6.4.2.1 Valuable  

Currently the ability to select reviewers is handled by only Mark Lorenzen. In order to signal 

that Industry and Innovation is an international journal and thereby more credible, it is 

important that they are not all from Copenhagen Business School. Thus, Ammon Salter, 

representing Europe, and Jeff Furman, representing North America, were asked to join the 

journal as associate editors. Jeff, Ammon, Keld, Henrik and Mark are still looking for an 

associate editor to cover Asia. Having international associate editors also gives Industry and 

Innovation access to a much wider network than just that of Mark Lorenzen in order to recruit 

reviewers. 

6.4.2.2 Rare 

As above, access to the specific combination of resources, which have allowed Industry and 

Innovation to select the right reviewers, is not possible to Industry and Innovation’s rivals.  
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6.4.2.3 In-imitable 

Selecting the right reviewers is a capability which has been developed gradually. Mark 

Lorenzen has used the access to some of the pedestrian resources like Authors, DRUID, 

Manuscript Manager and the Editorial Office to develop an idiosyncratic process for selecting 

reviewers.   

6.4.2.4 Non-substitutable  

The combination is unique to Industry and Innovation and therefore rare and a possible source 

of competitive advantage rather than just a source of competitive parity. However, other 

journals might also have idiosyncratic processes in place in order to secure the selection of the 

right reviewers. 

6.5 Summary of the Resources and Capabilities of Industry and 

Innovation 

As seen in the summary below, many of the resources, which Industry and Innovation use in 

the development of content, which can generate citations, are pedestrian resources. Other 

rivals in the academic market have easy access to authors, reviewers, online submission 

systems, financial resources and international board members. This means that these 

resources are only sources of competitive parity and not a direct advantage. DRUID is not a 

pedestrian resource and might in some part be a source of competitive advantage in the 

academic market. The two discussed capabilities are much better candidates for competitive 

advantage due to their complexity and value. Table 3 shows the resources and capabilities 

available to Industry and Innovation. 

Table 3 

Resource Valuable Rare In-imitable Non- substitutable  Pedestrian 
Authors Yes No No Yes Yes 
Reviewers Yes  No  Yes  Yes  Yes 
Ektimo (Manuscript Manager) Yes No Yes  No  Yes 
Copenhagen Business School Yes  No No No  Yes 
DRUID Yes Yes Yes No No 
The International Editorial Board Yes Yes Yes No No 
Associate Editors Yes Yes Yes No No 
The Editorial Office Yes No No Yes Yes 
Capabilities      
Shortening review time Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Selecting reviewers Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
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7. Conclusion 

This conclusion will include 1) a summary of the thesis, 2) explicit answering of the research 

question, 3) discussion of the practical implications for Industry and Innovation and 4) critical 

assessment of the findings. 

7.1 Summary 

The aim of this thesis was to understand how Industry and Innovation gains competitiveness 

in the academic market and I have used the resourced-based view as it is presented by Barney 

(1991). This theoretical perspective did, however, present me with the challenge of 

determining what is regarded as success in the academic market. The resource-based view is 

focused on internal processes of the firm, thus using this perspective did not allow me to 

understand the academic market in which Industry and Innovation operates.  

In order to gain a better understanding of the academic market I have used institutional theory 

to make clear the overall rationality of the organizational field of academia. Academia is, as I 

have argued, consisting of the academic market, the market for publishers, the market for 

online submission systems, DRUID etc. The field includes all organizations and markets that 

have a common meaning system or rationality. This rationality revolves around two 

institutions – peer review and the Journal Citation Report, the latter being a part of Thompson 

Reuters – Web of Science. Due to these institutional factors it is of great importance for 

Industry and Innovation to gain ranking in the Journal Citation Report. This is done by 

generating content for the journal which, when it has been published, will generate citations. 

The analysis of Industry and Innovation’s resources showed that some resources were 

necessary just to be able to compete in the academic market. These pedestrian resources, like 

authors, reviewers, and Manuscript Manager are available to other journals as well. In order 

to generate this content, Industry and Innovation uses resources such as authors, reviewers, 

DRUID, the editorial office, Copenhagen Business School and Manuscript Manager. 

It is also apparent that although Industry and Innovation has resources available, they do not 

in themselves constitute an opportunity to generate citations in the Journal Citation Report. 

Many of the single resources are only sources of competitive parity. It is the combination of 

the above mentioned resources, which might be a source of competitive advantage. In this 

regard Mark Lorenzen, as editor-in-chief, is very important. The ability to organise processes, 
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which facilitate the optimal review process, are important. Capabilities which facilitate 

shorter review time and better selection of reviewers can be sources of competitive advantage. 

7.2 Answering the Research Question 

Throughout this thesis I have tried to answer the below research question: 

On the basis of rationality of the organizational field, which includes the academic 

market, what can be characterised as competitive advantage for Industry and 

Innovation and which resources and capabilities are important for Industry and 

Innovation in order to compete in this market?  

Answer: 

On the basis of the rationality of the organizational field of academia competitive advantage 

in the academic market stems from journals ability to gain relatively high ranking. Having 

resources like authors, reviewers, Manuscript Manager, Copenhagen Business School, the 

international editorial and board the editorial office are not in themselves sources of 

competitive advantage. They are pedestrian resources, which are source of competitive parity. 

Sources of competitive advantage stems from the capabilities of the organisation. These 

capabilities are shorter review times and selection of reviewers and they enable Industry and 

Innovation to gain higher ranking in the Journal Citation Reports, will increase the 

competitiveness of the journal. 

I had, in order to answer the research question, also formulated two sub questions : 

• What is the rationality of the organizational field and subsequently the academic 

market? 

Answer:  

The rationality of the organizational field of Academia revolves around peer reviews and 

ranking. All academic texts have to undergo a peer review in order to be considered science. 

Furthermore, the ranking of journals in the Journal Citation Reports, done on the basis of 

citations, constitutes the rationality of academia. Figure 13 sums up the rationality of the 

academic market 
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• Which resources and capabilities does Industry and Innovation have and do they 

currently allow the journal to compete in the academic market?  

 Answer:  

Authors, Reviewers, Ektimo, Copenhagen Business School, DRUID, Associate Editors and 

the Editorial Office are all resources which are of importance to Industry and Innovation. 

They do, however, not in themselves constitute a source of competitive advantage as most of 

them are pedestrian resources. This means that even though Industry and Innovation has 

control over these resources, they are only sources of competitive parity. Other rivals in the 

academic market have easy access to authors, reviewers, online submission systems, financial 

resources and international board members. DRUID is not a pedestrian resource and might in 

some part be a source of competitive advantage in the academic market. I have also accounted 

for two capabilities, shorter review time and better selection of reviewers, which are more 

likely to be sources of competitive advantage. These capabilities are only available to Industry 

and Innovation because of editor-in-chief Mark Lorenzen. It is Mark Lorenzen’s ability to 

combine the different resources which ultimately might be s source of competitive advantage.  

7.3 Practical Implications 

Understanding the nature of the academic market and, subsequently, which resources and 

capabilities are needed to gain competitive advantage is important in future strategic planning 

for Industry and Innovation. Understanding which resources that are sources of only 

competitive parity and which are sources of a direct advantage will be of importance for the 

future development of Industry and Innovation. I have discussed how most of the individual 

Figure 13 
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resources are only sources of competitive parity with only DRUID being a potential source of 

competitive advantage in itself. On the other hand, capabilities which allow the journal to 

reduce review time or select the right reviewers could be potential sources of competitive 

advantage. My recommendation would be that Industry and Innovation focus on the 

continued development of such capabilities.  

7.4 Critical assessment 

The process of understanding the resources and capabilities, which might constitute a 

competitive advantage, has to some extend been difficult. Inherent in the resource-based view 

is the notion that complex processes (causal ambiguity), which lead to competitive advantage, 

are difficult for rivals, and even the firm itself, to understand. To me, even though I have 

spent years at Industry and Innovation, the recipe for gaining higher ranking is difficult to 

understand, even more to explain. The list of resources and capabilities might, due to causal 

ambiguity, not be complete. As mentioned, the research foundations of the thesis were based 

on critical realism. In the critical realism perspective, my role as a researcher is to interpret 

quantitative and qualitative data in order to understand and describe underlying structures. I 

believe I have described and analysed the most important of these structures, but they are of 

course subject to my limitations. 
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8. Ways Ahead 

Understanding the academic market and which resources that are of cource of great 

importance for the academic development of the journal. However, the publisher, Taylor & 

Francis, also has a huge share in Industry and Innovation, as they own the journal. 

Understanding of what Taylor & Francis consider competitve advantage in the publishers’ 

market have not been analysed in this thesis. In order to fully understand the competitve 

environment of Industry and Innovation, this market should be analysed as well. Furthermore, 

the resouces and capabilities of Taylor & Framcis should also be considered. 
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Appendix 1 Selection of Reviewers 

 
________________________________________ 
From: Annelise Klüwer 
Sent: 09 February 2010 9:41 
To: Mark Lorenzen 
Subject: SV: Årsrapport 2009 -- reviewers -- Jacob Riis' speciale 
 
Kære Mark 
Reviewer 2 reviewede flest i 2009 (22) og 
Reviewer 1 mindst i 2009 (1) 
Hilsner 
Annelise 
 
________________________________________ 
Fra: Mark Lorenzen 
Sendt: 5. februar 2010 11:52 
Til: Annelise Klüwer 
Emne: Årsrapport 2009 -- reviewers -- Jacob Riis' speciale 
 
Kære Annelise, 
 
Jacob, som arbejder for Industry and Innovation med mig, er også ved at skrive speciale -- om 
Industry and Innovation! Det er en god hjælp for Keld og mig til at gøre tidsskriftet bedre. 
 
I den forbindelse er han ved at lave interviews med reviewers om deres travlhed og 
motivation, og jeg har anbefalet ham at udvælge to kritiske cases, nemlig en person der 
reviewer MEGET og en der reviewer LIDT. Det ville være fint, hvis Jacob kunne interviewe 
på INO, så kunne du ikke fortælle mig ved at kigge i indberetningerne til 2009s årsrapport 
hvilken af vore VIPer, der reviewede MEST og hvilken der reviewede MINDST? 
 
Navnene bliver naturligvis ikke brugt til noget andet end at udvælge dem til et interview, og 
Jacob vil heller ikke fortælle dem hvorfor netop DE bliver interviewet.  Specialet er fortroligt 
og alle interviews anonymiseret. 
 
På forhånd mange tak! 
Mark 
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Appendix 2 Interview with Mark Lorenzen 

ML= Mark Lorenzen 

JKR= Jacob K Riis 

 

I&I er en kreativ virksomhed i den forstand, at den er forsknings- og udviklingsorienteret. 
Den skaber hele tiden nyt, og den er fokuseret omkring skabelse og udvikling, ikke omkring 
salg, distribution, betalingsmodeller og markedsføring, fordi det er der nogle andre, der gør.  

Der er to sider, man kan se det fra. Man kan se det fra forlagets side, og man kan se det fra 
I&Is side. Set fra I&I’s side er det en produktudviklingsorganisation. Man kan egentlig 
sammenligne den med en filmproducent eller et lille pladeselskab eller lignende, som har en 
meget høj udviklingsrate, og som også bruger eksterne folk til at skabe sit indhold. Så I&I’s 
opgave er at lave forskning og udvikling på basis af folk, som ikke er i I&I’s egen 
organisation. 

Folk i organisationen er ML og JKR. Der er nogle på grænsen til at være inden i – i 
virkeligheden er det svært at definere, hvem der er inden i organisationen, for i virkeligheden 
er det kun dig (JKR), der er i I&I, hvis det skal defineres som en, der får løn/en der er ansat. 
Hvis det skal defineres erhvervsøkonomisk, så er det kun JKR, der er ansat. ML er også ansat, 
for han får nogle timer fra Handelshøjskolen, så der er to, der teknisk set er inden i 
organisationen. Medens associated editors, altså Keld, Ammon og Jeff, ikke får løn for det, så 
de er mere stakeholders end ansatte. Så er der selvfølgelig et editorial board, som også er 
stakeholders, men som er meget eksterne. De er i virkeligheden det, man vil kalde 
stakeholders, medens Keld, Ammon og Jeff måske mere er det, man typisk vil kalde 
shareholders. De sidstnævnte har direkte interesse i, at det går godt for I&I. Editorial board er 
stakeholders på den måde, at de har interesse i I&I, men det påvirker typisk ikke deres 
personlige karriere eller benefit, om det går godt eller dårligt for tidsskriftet, i al fald meget 
vagt. 

Så er der DRUID, herunder specielt DRUIDs eksekutiv komite, altså dem der styrer DRUID, 
hvor ML også sidder med Peter Maskell og andre, som også er stakeholders. De kan 
sammenlignes med Keld, Ammon og Jeff på den måde, at de har direkte personlig interesse i, 
hvordan det går med I&I. Det er bare for at sige, at der er to forskellige måder at definere på, 
hvad det er for stakeholders: de, der rent formelt er inde i firmaet (KL og JKR) og så de, som 
er udenfor firmaet, men som har direkte personlig interesse i I&I. Det vil være associated 
editors og DRUID og så de, der er udenfor, men som har interesse, der dog ikke er særlig 
kraftig, og det vil typisk være editorial board. 

Hvis man kigger på I&I’s organisation internt, er det en kreativ produktudviklings-
organisation, som typisk bruger eksterne folk til at skabe indhold, ligesom pladeselskaber 
hyrer bands, og hvis bandet laver en god plade, så udgiver man den. Det vil sige, at I&I’ 
kerneydelse/kerneprodukt eller core competence, er at skabe nyt indhold – det er det I&I lever 
af – det er på det marked, at I&I konkurrerer. Taylor & Francis er ikke på det marked – de er 
på markedet for at sælge indhold. I&Is kerneprodukt er udvikling, men den kompetence, I&I 
skal bruge for at lave det produkt – eftersom det ikke er I&I, der skriver det – det er ikke I&I 
der skriver indholdet - så er I&Is kernekompetence i virkeligheden at lede i bred forstand eller 
management på en eller måde, nemlig at finde de rigtige folk, signe dem up, lade dem 
gennemgå en proces, så deres indhold bliver af høj kvalitet. Det er typisk noget social 
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creativity I&I bruger, hvor folk sættes sammen, der findes reviewers, sørges for, at forlaget 
har interesse i det og det, sørges for at DRUID har interesse i det og det, ML sender breve ud, 
hvor han får DRUID til at sige ’ja, det vil vi godt’ og så kontakter han forlaget bagefter og 
siger: ’Nu vil DRUID gerne det, hvad siger ’I? Så vil forlaget også godt. Så det er meget det 
spil, den kompetence, man bliver nødt til at bruge, eftersom I&I jo ikke selv skriver 
artiklerne, så det hele handler om at lede folk, der er lidt uden for organisationen. 

ML og JKR laver begge to logistisk arbejde, men udover at lave det, så laver ML også 
strategisk arbejde.. Han sætter folk i kontakt, tager beslutninger og prøver at tage beslutning 
om, at der skal være op til 8 issues næste år, om at DRUID skal prøve at skabe et 
medlemskab, som man så kan abonnere fast på. ML laver de eksterne strategiske 
positioneringer og forhandlinger, udover at være editor, som er en mere praktisk 
ledelsesfunktion. Man finder reviewers og tager beslutninger, som minder meget om det 
arbejde, JKR laver. 

Med hensyn til mål, så skelner ML mellem de forskellige stakeholders og interne. Mht den 
interne organisation, de der er ansat i I&I, dvs ML og JKR, så er det et kvalitativt mål. Det 
handler ikke om at være ML og have størst markedsandel, det handler om at have en 
dominerende position indenfor et nichemarked. Det handler om at være product leader. Der er 
selvfølgelig en sammenhæng mellem dem. Apple vil gerne være product leader indenfor 
mobiltelefoner, bærbare og computers, men det hænger nok også lidt sammen med, at de 
gerne vil have en større markedsandel, og de mener, at product leadership er den måde, hvor 
de får den største markedsandel.  

Og dermed adskiller en journal sig en lille bitte smule, fordi selvfølgelig kan man sige, at man 
er leader, hvis man har total dominans indenfor et område, det vil sige, at alle de, der er 
interesserede i innovations-økomiske studier, de abonnerer allesammen på I&I, så I&I har den 
største markedsandel og alle de andre fx Research Policy, kommer længere nede. Så det 
hænger sammen, men ikke så meget som for Apple. Det er vigtigere, at I&I er product leader, 
end at man er kvalitative selv. I&I har friheden til at udsende nøjagtig de artikler, som man 
gerne vil udsende, og man får de bedste mennesker til både at skrive og læse artikler (og her 
er det lidt underligt i forhold til en virksomhed), og det vil være mere vigtigt for I&I f.eks. at 
få en eller anden top scholar til at skrive en virkelig fed artikel og så få Nelson & Winter til at 
flippe ud over den og sige ’Det er en fed artikel, hold kæft, hvor er den god’ Det et større 
succeskriterie, end at alle business guruer abonnerer på I&I. Men det andet succeskriterie er 
der selvfølgelig også. 

 Og igen: Lige som det er med Apple, er der nogle tilfælde, hvor de to ting hænger sammen. 
Man kan bruge høj kvalitet til at opnå større markedsandel, men hvis Apple ikke kan opnå en 
vis markedsandel, så vil de nok skifte strategi, altså de kører top design og top indhold, fordi 
de gerne vil have et middel til et mål. Men for I&I er det lidt målet i sig selv at have 
topkvalitet. Hvis man så også kan få høj markedsandel på det, så er det jo fedt, men I&I vil 
stadig synes, at det er succes nok, hvis bare man opnår at blive product leader.  

Og for Taylor & Francis er det kun markedsandel, der er interessant selvfølgelig. Det er 
fuldstændig det samme med DRUID. For Handelshøjskolen tror ML, at de to mål balancerer 
fuldstændig. Handelshøjskolen er interesseret i world class excellence, dvs. de vil meget, 
meget gerne have et tidsskrift, der er det allermest respekterede – altså kvalitetsmæssigt. På 
den anden side er Handelshøjskolen også ekstremt interesseret i exposure. Handelshøjskolen 
vil meget gerne have, at folk over hele verden fra alle mulige handelshøjskoler og 
universiteter kender CBS. Det er f.eks. derfor, at CBS har været på Academy of Management 
konferencen flere år i træk og har holdt receptioner, sendt pjecer ud og holdt fest. De her to 
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mål spiller meget mere ligeværdigt for CBS, for det med at have en høj markedsandel er 
måske mere noget som kan følge af kvalitetspositionen for I&I, så tror ML, at for CBS er de 
to ting begge meget vigtige. ML tror, at hvis man spurgte rektor, om man skulle gå 10 % på 
kompromis med kvaliteten, hvis det ville betyde, at man fik en 20 % større markedsandel, så 
ville rektor nok sige: ’Ja, det er en god ide, så kan vi komme ud til flere mennesker, og så er 
der flere, der kender CBS’. Så der tror ML, at der er en lille afvigelse, men CBS er også 
interesseret i det der med at få en høj bedømmelse. Hvis du vil, så kan du tale indenfor CBS, 
men handelshøjskolerne får accreditation fra internationale review boards, så de bliver ranket, 
ligesom journals bliver ranket, og den måde, de får accredition på, er på undervisningen og al 
muligt andet og også på forskningen, og der indgår det også som accreditation det kunne være 
du skulle checke det – det er biblioteket, der ved sådan noget – prøv at checke om det indgår i 
rankingen, hvor gode de journals handelshøjskolen har, er. Hvis det indgår, så vil CBS have 
en stor interesse i, at I&I har høj kvalitet. Hvis det ikke indgår, så vil CBS mest være 
interesseret i udbredelse og være meget mere villige til at gå på kompromis med kvaliteten. 

På spørgsmålet om, hvorvidt ML mærker indblanding fra CBS’s side, forklarer ML, at han 
tror, at det nærmest er glemt nu, at CBS gav penge til JKL’s stilling og til ML’s timer 
kompenseret ud af undervisningen. Der var dog en periode for 2 år siden, hvor CBS havde 
store finansielle problemer, hvor MLs timer blev skåret fra 300 til 200, og timeantallet steg så 
til 300 igen året efter. Det lever et meget stille liv hos CBS, og det er svært at bedømme for 
ML, om 300 timer er meget eller lidt for CBS. Igen bør må måske tale med Leif Hansen, 
biblioteket, ham der tager sig impact score osv – han vil sikkert også have en masse 
holdninger om, hvor det egentlig betyder for en handelshøjskole og hvor meget de vil være 
villige til at investere i det 

Som alle former for konkurrence, som er kvalitetsbestemt, så er det at tiltrække store navne til 
at skrive for tidsskriftet også en evolutionær proces, hvor man kommer ind i nogle 
selvforstærkende spiraler – enten op- eller nedad – og det hele, efter MLs mening, afhænger 
af at komme over et bestemt stade, så man begynder at blive selvforstærkende på en god 
måde. Det er et meget evolutionært argument: man kommer over et bestemt niveau, og 
tingene begynder tingene at selvforstærke, og så er udfordringen, hvis det begynder at gå 
langsommere på et tidspunkt, at man lige skubber lidt til det, så det begynder at selvforstærke 
igen. Det kan også gå den anden vej, hvis man kommer ned under et bestemt niveau, så falder 
man bare mod bunden, og det meget, meget svært at komme opad igen. Der mange ting, der 
er selvforstærkende, og det er det, der sker med rank size fordelinger med den lange hale, og 
hvor alle taberne er, og så de meget få venner, hvis man blive slynget op i toppen, så bliver 
det selvforstærkende, og alle resten falder af. Sådan er det mht. salg, ligesom det er med 
plader og al muligt andet, så er der nogle tidsskrifter, som alle bare skal have, og som alle 
biblioteker abonnerer på og rigtig mange forskere abonnerer på, fordi de er så gode og deres 
universitet vil selvfølgelig gerne betale deres abonnement for f.eks. Strategic Management 
Journal, eller de vil selv betale for abonnementet. Men der er ikke så mange af dem, der er 
ikke plads til så mange på den liste. Ligesådan er det med forfattere: der er mange forfattere, 
der er så top forfattere, f.eks. Nelson & Winter, der ikke ville drømme om at skrive til I&I, 
hvis de ikke havde forbindelse til DRUID, men hvis det nu bare var en journal, ville de aldrig 
drømme om at være i boardet, eller læse det eller skrive en artikel for I&I.  

Rent markedskraftagtigt så er det svært. Spillet handler ligesom at komme ind i et par 
selvforstærkende cyklusser: hvis man kommer op og får f.eks. en impact score på SSCI på 
over en, så kommer man pludselig på radaren hos en masse bestemte forfatter. Dem kan man 
så bruge til at komme på en impact factor på 1,5, og så kommer man på radaren hos nogle 
andre forfattere, og sådan er det selvforstærkende.  
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Men man kan aldrig nogensinde som contender, som kommer helt udefra - og som vi er – 
sige: ’Hvordan får vi fat i topfolkene?’ Det kan man ikke. Dem får man kun fat i, når man har 
været inde i nogle selvforstærkende cyklusser, så man pludselig er deroppe, hvor det er 
interessant for dem. De skærer simpelthen alt af, som er under et vist niveau. Den måde, man 
så kan kortslutte processen på, er ved at have nogle personlige relationer til dem.  Eller bede 
dem om et lave et special issue eller gå ind på en eller anden måde, hvilket I&I også har 
prøvet nogle gange. ML tror ikke, at I&I kommer længere, førend man har fået impact score. 
Man har trukket det på netværket, som man kan.  Der har været nogle ok folk, som har 
skrevet osv, men lige nu mener ML, at man venter og ser, hvad det bliver til. 

Netværk er vigtige for forskellige ting. Der er en hel række forskellige.  

Hvis man har høj kvalitet, kombineret med at Taylor & Francis markedsfører os, det kan I&I 
ikke selv råde over, måske skal vi være bedre til at køre på dem. Det sagde Peter Maske også 
– og vi skal have lavet en pjece til DRUIDS sommerkonference – det skal vi det forlaget  gøre 
– det skal vi huske. 

Det er op til I&I at sikre kvalitet, og det er Taylor & Francis, der skal markedsføre. Hvis det 
sker, så kan man få løftet sin impact score. Så I&Is mål er at producere høj kvalitet, så man 
kan opnå succes målene: at komme højere og højere i impact og højere og højere i kvalitet 
Hvis man kommer højere i impact, får man de gode forfattere, hvis man får de gode forfattere, 
bliver man product leader. Det vil sige, at I&I’s processer skal gøres ordentligt, og netværk 
kan være vigtige for forskellige af managementprocesserne. I&I skriver jo ikke artiklerne 
selv, hvis man gjorde det, vil det være nemt at få høj kvalitet, så skulle man bare blive bedre, 
og hvis man blev bedre, så kom man op af rangstigen. Det  gør I&I ikke, men man skal have 
folk ind. Det vil sige, at netværk er super vigtige i alle processerne, så det første er få de gode 
forfatter – lige nu gør man ikke det særlig aktivt – kun DRUID. Man bruger DRUID og 
opfordrer folk til at sende ind. For ca. 5 år siden, da DRUID og ML kom ind, kom der et løft – 
øjeblikkeligt kom der et hop i antallet og kvaliteten af submissions. Så DRUID-kortet 
(netværkselementet der ligger i DRUID) er ligesom blevet spillet én gang, og det har klart 
løftet op til det nuværende niveau, men for at få niveauet højere op, skal man gøre noget 
mere, og der kan man f.eks. som Jeff foreslog, tage til Acedamy of Management og gå rundt 
og vise flaget og måske deltage i nogle sessions og tale om I&I. Det er måden at få forfattere 
ind på.  

Netværk betyder også rigtig meget i forbindelse med reviewers, og de to kerne-resourcer,der 
er uden for I&Is organisation, men som man er fuldstændig afhængig af, er forfattere og 
reviewers, og de er lige vigtige, for hvis man ikke har gode reviewers, får man aldrig gode 
forfattere. Hvis man har skod reviewers, så gider forfatterne aldrig mere sende ind igen, hvis 
man har skod reviewers, så går det langsomt: alle mulige forfærdelige ting kan ske, hvis man 
ikke har gode reviewers. Hvis man har virkelig gode reviewers, så bliver forfatterne rigtig, 
rigtig glade, og så går rygtet også, at ikke alene får de hurtig feedback, men også rigtig god 
feedback, og så kan man få bedre forfattere ind.  

Netværket er også super vigtigt for reviewers, og der har I&I ikke rigtig nogen strategi pt. for, 
hvordan man skal prøve at tiltrække reviewers mere systematisk. Igen, der kom et hop med 
DRUID effekten, da man begyndte at nævne I&I hos DRUID. Det hjalp, men nu er det 
ligesom stagneret, helt klart på et højere niveau, men hvis man skal endnu længere op, så skal 
der ske et eller andet. 

Et andet vigtigt netværk er gæsteforfattere, men det er nu ikke noget problem, for de 
henvender sig selv hele tiden. 
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Specielt reviewers er et springende punkt mht at bruge netværk, det gør man ikke særligt 
aktivt, men man kunne virkelig vinde noget ved at gøre det. 

I starten havde man Peter Maskell, Ina Drejer for Ålborg, John Mathews og Jens Frøslev som 
associated editors, alle sammen nogle kerne-DRUIDER Henrik Sornn-Friese Henrik Sorgen 
trådte ind i stedet for Jens Frøslev. Man var nødt til at have en lille gruppe til at aflaste ML i 
starten, meget lidt strategisk, men meget praktisk. Så røg Ina ud, fordi hun forlod Academia, 
fordi hun ville ud i konsulentverdenen. Peter Maskell havde ikke tid, så Keld kom ind i stedet 
for og så gik Henrik Sorgen ind i stedet for Jens Frøslev. 

For 2 år siden begyndte man at tænke strategisk. Gruppen af associated editors skulle have 
hjulpet ML praktisk, men det gjorde den ikke. Systemet fungerer ikke på den måde, det bliver 
ML og JKR, der laver arbejdet. Hvis man skal lave noget hurtigt, kan man ikke trække folk 
ind, som ikke er kernefolk. Som sagt, ligger de lige i kanten af organisationen, de får ikke løn 
for det; de er stakeholders og ikke ansatte. Man kan ikke få dem til at lave noget med kort 
varsel. Man kan godt få dem til at lave noget, men det tager lang tid. Og det mere på den 
strategiske plan, ikke på det praktisk-logistiske plan, som ML og JKR laver.  Så ideen med at 
have en lille gruppe, der hjalp hinanden, det fungerede ikke. Derfor skiftede man dem til at 
være strategiske i stedet for – de skulle så hjælpe med strategisk arbejde. Det var så ikke så 
vigtigt mere, at de sad på instituttet - der var til gengæld rigtig vigtigt, at de var internationale 
for ligesom at blive mere troværdig, og derfor kom Ammon ind i stedet for Ina, og nu er Jeff 
på vej ind.  

Ideen er nu kun at have Keld og ML fra CBS, og det rigeligt at have to fra CBS, det er i 
forvejen maximum, måske allerede for meget, men Keld er utrolig god, så det ville være dumt 
ikke at have ham. Og så Ammon og Jeff og så leder vi ydermere efter en asiat, så hele ideen 
er nu skiftet til at have nogle, der har fingrene nede i nogle regionale markeder, og som har 
indsigt i, hvad der rør sig på deres marked: er der nogle folk, altså igen bruge netværk Vi vil 
have deres netværk i regionerne, så nu har vi Ammon med hans netværk i England, så vil vi 
have Jeff i Boston med hans netværk på østkysten i USA, og så vil vi have en eller anden i 
Asien, som kan gøre lidt det samme. Så det er skiftet meget nu. Vi vil dels bruge deres hjerne 
til at give ML råd og dels deres netværk til at række ud efter reviewers.  

Om 1 år, når vi er oppe på 8 issues, så vil systemet skifte, (det er igen lidt fortroligt) og de vil 
blive bedt om at være editors for specielle issues. Så vil ML begynde at dele papers ud. Hvis 
I&I fortsætter på nuværende måde, så har I&I 200 papersom året eller mere. Så vil de få en 
håndfuld hver om året, og det kan I&Is system godt håndtere, hvor de finder reviewers og 
klare det hele. ML ved endnu ikke, om det skal være fordelt geografisk eller efter emne. De 
kommer således til at lave lidt af det logistiske arbejde senere hen – lige nu er det rent 
strategisk.  

Boardet var i starten kun marketing. Man overtog tidsskriftet, som var meget ukendt på det 
tidspunkt, og man var nødt til at gøre det kendt og mere respekteret, i al fald give folk indtryk 
af at den var end den var, og derfor brugte man netværket benhårdt. Lige så snart DRUID 
havde overtaget, sendte ML en mail ud til folk (jeg kan give dig en kopi af det jeg sendte ud) 
hvor man spillede DRUID-kortet fuldstændig skamløst: DRUID, DRUID, DRUID …. Vil du 
ikke godt være med i boardet- du skal ikke lave noget som helst – du skal bare være der – og 
de fleste sagde så ja.  Ca. 10 af de gamle boardmedlemmer blev udskiftet med 20-25 nye. Det 
var udelukkende for, at når folk ligesom åbner journalen eller ser på hjemmesiden tænker: 
’Det var godt nok et cool board’. Det gør alle journals. Det er det man, hvis man taler 
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ressource-baseret teori, kan kalde en pedestrian ressource: man bliver nødt til at have den, 
ellers er man ikke i business, men det gør ikke nogen forskel. Det gør kun en forskel, hvis den 
ikke er der. Hvis ikke man har den, er man ude. Hvis man har den, er man bare på niveau med 
de andre.  

Der, hvor ressourcen kan gøres til mere end en pedestian ressource, altså bruges som en rigtig 
konkurrenceevnegivende ressource, det er, hvis man bruger boardet til noget og ikke bare 
flager med det. Der er nogle af vores store journalkonkurrenter, der bruger det. som ML har 
sagt tidligere - når man er i boardet, så ved man, at når man kommer ind i boardet, så er det 
lidt at en commitment: man bruger dem til reviews. Man bruger dem 3-4 gange mere end en 
normal reviewer. Nogle ved bare, at de får 2 reviews om året, nogle ved, at de får 5 om året 
og nogle får endnu flere. Der nogle af de store journals, som lige så snart et boardmedlem har 
indleveret 1 review, så får de et nyt paper, så de konstant har et.  Det kan man kun gøre, hvis 
man har været gennem et par selvforstærkende processer og er oppe på et meget højt niveau – 
det samme niveau hvor de store forfattere har en på lystavlen og måske selv kunne tænke på 
at submitte en artikel til en uden at man skal bruge sit netværk på at få dem ind. Det er kun på 
det niveau, at man kan lave det der med at skamride editors. ML kan se lige nu, at når han 
sender en artikel ud til review hos et af editorial boadmedlemmerne, så er deres respons- og 
acceptrate den samme som alle andr De føler ikke noget commitment til I&I, måske 2 eller 3 
af dem gør, men det er fordi, at de føler et commitment til ML, så Ram Mudambi, Michael 
Storper og et par andre, de er gode venner af ML personligt, så de siger ja, og det er 
uafhængigt af, at de er boardmedlemmer, de har sikkert allerede glemt, at de er det. Men 
generelt så betyder det ikke noget for editorial boardmedlemmer – de er klart uncommitted. 
Men marketingsmæssigt skabte det sin effekt, f.eks. hjalp det I&I til at komme med i SSCI 
Det var en af de ting som Thompson – eller Reuter, som det hedder nu – kiggede på. Det er, 
hvad er det for artikler …, men også hvem sidder i boardet. Det er vigtigt for dem. 

Der er en masse at hente, hvis man når i de selvforstærkende cirkler. Der er to måder at gøre 
det på: enten kan man bruge netværk, opbygge netværksrelationer til boardmedlemmer, prøve 
at gøre noget for at committe dem, eller også så venter man, til man har taget et eller to trin op 
ad den selvforstærkende stige. og så begynder man lige så stille at bruge dem, uden at man 
behøver at sige så meget til dem, men de ved bare pludselig selv, at det er ret godt at være 
med i det board, fordi det faktisk er blevet et ret fedt tidsskrift, og så vil de automatisk have 
en højere respons. 

Man kan næsten dele de positive effekter overfor folk derude, forfattere, reviewers, 
boardmedlemmer og kunder op i to: det, som kommer i netværksrelationer, direkte relationer, 
som kræver, at man gør noget, og så det som kommer normalt/ naturlig som følge af 
reputation effekter, som følger, hvis man er kommet op og har en høj impact score. De skal 
nok komplettere hinanden, og vi er ikke så meget lige nu på det med netværket. 

For at prøve at committe boardet kunne man prøve at være mere aktiv på de internationale 
konferencer, som f.eks. Academy of Management og Association of American Geographers 
og prøve at samle boardet. Gerne på samme tid, men det vil nok være svært, medmindre man 
er en stor journal, og så netværke med dem personligt. Der er nogle netværksrelationer, man 
kun kan opbygge, hvis man også har en høj ranking position, altså høj reputation, f.eks.ICC, 
Organization Science, der samler boardet en gang om året i forbindelse med en at de store 
konferencer og giver dem middag og taler med dem og helligholder lidt, at der er et board. 
men det kan de kan jo kun gøre, fordi journalen allerede er på højt niveau, ellers vil boardet 
ikke gide at komme, da medlemmerne jo har meget andet at lave på konferencen. Så det er 
kun, fordi det er en top journal, og fordi de kan møde de andre boardmedlemmer.  
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Det kan I&I nok ikke gøre endnu, da der måske kun vil komme 2-3 stykker, hvilket vil være 
pinligt. Så vil det være bedre på nuværende tidspunkt at lave nogle bilaterale møder, bare tage 
dem en og en og drikke kaffe eller spise middag med dem. Igen, det noget I&I skal prøve at 
være meget mere systematisk med i fremtiden.  
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Appendix 3 

 

Interview med Reviewer 1 (Few reviews) 

 

REVIEWER 1 laver 2-3 reviews om året og har lavet reviews gennem de sidste 7-8 år.  Han 
reviewer primært for Organization Studies, men laver også andre reviews. Det er typisk for 
organisationsteoretiske tidsskrifter, men også for en del mere traditionelle økonomiske 
tidsskrifter, dog ikke særlig centrale tidsskrifter. 

REVIEWER 1 kom ind i editorial board i Organization Studies, udpeget af den primære 
editor Zukas, som REVIEWER 1 har skrevet nogle ting sammen med. Zukas ville meget 
gerne have REVIEWER 1 til at reviewe på permanent basis. I Organization Studies er det i 
høj grad editorial board, der reviewer. Det er en fast gruppe, der reviewer for tidsskriftet. 

På spørgsmålet om, hvorvidt der er nogle tidsskrifter, REVIEWER 1 ikke ville reviewe for, 
svarer han, at det snarere afhænger af, om man skal reviewe noget, som man ved noget om, 
og som man selv har siddet og arbejdet med. Nogle gange har han været så været dum at sige 
ja til noget, f.eks for Organization Studies, som han måske ikke burde sige ja til, fordi det ikke 
er hans primære interesse, og der får man svært ved ar aflevere til tiden. Det er ret vigtigt, at 
man har en eller anden form for interesse for det, man reviewer, således at det bibringer en 
selv noget nyt, eller man finder ud af, at nu er de og de ting under udvikling, og det er det 
altid interessant at vide noget om. Det er så at sige reviewerens, hvis man skal finde 
egeninteressen bag hans ellers altruistiske gaver, det er jo, at man netop selv i en eller forstand 
kan få noget ud af det. 

Det er vel egentlig hans primære motivation, men det er vel en motivation hvis det er noget, 
der interesserer en. Hvis det ikke er noget, der interesserer en, laver man dårligere reviews, 
fordi man ikke har forstand på det område, der bliver diskuteret. Vi alle sammen, at når man 
har indleveret artikler til review af folk, som ikke har indsigt i det område, man arbejder 
indenfor, så får man nogle reviews, som kan være helt ude i skoven og helt skæve i forhold til 
det manuskript, men har indleveret. 

På spørgsmålet om, hvad der kunne få REVIEWER 1 sige ja til at lave et review, hvis den 
pågældende artikel ikke havde hans umiddelbare interesse, svarer REVIEWER 1, at i tilfældet 
med Organization Studies, kommer de mere eller mindre automatisk, og man skal være hurtig 
til at sige nej til de pågældende papers. Det får man måske ikke altid gjort til tiden, og så 
hænger bagefter på den. Det bliver faktisk en sur pligt, som mange gange gør, at man udsætter 
det. Det er altså den der – nu kaldte jeg det egeninteresse – men man kan omtale det med 
mange andre ord, det der umiddelbart ser ud som en altruistisk gerning, det har det 
egeninteresseelement, at det er indenfor det samme emneområde, og derfor er man 
interesseret i det pågældende. Det er måske lidt meget at kalde det egeninteresse, men i det 
her tilfælde sikrer det, at man har en inspiration til at lave en god vurdering i den forstand, at 
man ved noget om det, man er interesseret i det, og derfor er man motiveret til at gå i gang 
med sådan en opgave. 

REVIEWER 1 ved ved ikke rigtig, om der er andre ting end egeninteresse, der kan motivere 
ham til at lave flere reviews. Det kommer jo an på, hvor brede ens interesser er. Han vil kalde 
sig selv ret generalistorienteret, selv om der er visse ting, han dykker meget ned i. Han vil 
håbe, at det han får interesserer ham – nogle gange kan dog forledes på en overskrift, som 
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måske handler om noget andet, end man troede til at sige ja til noget, men egentlig ikke 
ønskede at reviewe, men generelt synes jeg ikke, at det bliver særlige gode og særlig fyldige 
kommentarer, man kan give folk, og det synes jeg, at man skylder folk, når man tager sådanne 
opgaver.   

På den anden side kan han godt se det fra en tidsskrifts side, som er nødt til at piske folk til at 
reviewe nogle tidsskrifter, men kvaliteten er ofte derefter: hvis man får noget, som ikke rigtigt 
falder indenfor ens område, som man så ikke er særlig motiveret til, fordi man så at sige 
kommer ude fra og så skal vurdere det. Det kan godt være, at der kan være fornuft i det – det 
er lidt afhængig af, hvem man er, og hvor langt ude fra, man kommer. Men han har selv set 
det fra den anden side, set de der reviews, hvor folk har givet reviews, som er helt ved siden 
af, og som ikke kan bruges til noget som helst. Og så er der reviews fra folk, som godt kan 
være meget kritiske, men samtidig ved noget, dem tager man virkeligt seriøst, fordi der er ofte 
meget information om, hvad man egentlig bør gøre. 

Der er selvfølgelig folk, der er mere generalister end REVIEWER 1 i den forstand, at de kan 
give nogle helt almennyttige, ikke nødvendigvis faglige, kommentarer, men som er mere 
generalister i den forstand, at de fortæller, hvis der er problemer med, hvordan artiklen er 
skruet sammen strukturelt. Det er også uhyre vigtige kommentarer at få, men det er en mere 
generel evne, man kan have som reviewer til at fortælle folk, hvordan en storyline skal se ud 
fra start til slut. I princippet burde alle reviewers kunne dette som minimum, men det jo ikke 
altid, at der lægges vægt på det.  

Der er vel to hovedtyper af ting, man skal kunne som reviewer. Det første REVIEWER 1 
sagde om egeninteresse, var primært ud fra et fagligt synspunkt og ikke så meget om det 
generelle (storyline), men det sidste kan også være meget vigtigt, nemlig at der er en person, 
der kommer med indsigt og giver én en masse gode råd om, hvordan man skal skrue sin 
historie sammen som en artikel. 

Når man reviewer får man nogle generelle retningslinier (ikke faglige) – 2-3 punkter. 

REVIEWER 1 synes, at det er fornuftigt at bruge double blind reviews – det har en gammel 
historie, beskrevet bl.a. af Merton. 

REVIEWER 1 kan ikke sige, om han ville lave single blind eller åbne reviews. Han synes, at 
double blind reviews fungerer godt, og har en gammel historie bag sig.  

På spørgsmålet om, hvorvidt han har nogle præferencer med hensyn til, hvilke journals, han 
vil reviewe for, herunder bl.a. open access, svarer han, at hvis han endelig skulle have en 
præference, så skulle det, som han sagde tidligere, være, at det var nogle emner, som ligger 
indenfor hans område, og som han synes er interessante og ikke for fjernt fra det, han ved 
noget om. Det er det vigtigste kriterium for, hvad han vil tage, så tidsskriftets ranking vil ikke 
have betydning for ham. 

REVIEWER 1 synes egentlig, at den måde man laver reviews på nu, er rigtig god, for så har 
man tid til at sætte sig ned og tænke og summere sine overordnede synspunkter i nogle 
punkter, men på spørgsmålet om, hvorvidt han kunne forestille sig en anden måde at foretage 
reviews på, f.eks realtime reviews med 2 eller flere reviewere på samme tid så man kunne 
ping-ponge, dvs at man typisk var bevist om den anden reviewer. Det er ikke utænkeligt, at 
det kunne have en vis fornuft. REVIEWER 1 har prøvet en indirekte form for ping-pong: 
REVIEWER 1 havde skrevet nogle ting om strukturen i et papir, og i anden runde (der var 3 
reviewers), når papiret bliver set, så ser reviewers jo hinandens review, og i anden omgang 
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ved den anden review proces så havde en af de andre reviewers set nogle kommentarer, som 
REVIEWER 1 havde lavet om strukturen, og at man burde ændre selve strukturen i papiret af 
pædagogiske grunde for at gøre det mere forståeligt, og det gik en af de andre reviewers så 
ind for på det tidspunkt og brugte.  Forfatterne havde egentlig været ligeglade med det, og 
REVIEWER 1 havde lidt droppet argumentet, men det fik så editoren for tidsskriftet til at gå 
hårdt ind for det. På den måde var der en indirekte interaktion, selv om man skulle gennem en 
ekstra runde. Spørgsmålet er så,  om der vil være en fordel i, at man lavede kollektivt stykke 
arbejde Det kunne værd at eksperimentere med. 

REVIEWER 1 kunne godt forestille sig at eksperimentere med at foretage reviews på den 
måde. Det ville ikke tage mere tid, end når man normalt reviewer, og når man har Skype nu 
om dage, kan man jo komme i forbindelse med hvem som helst, og så man jo godt 
gennemføre det. Det ville da være en mulighed, og et tidsskrift kunne da sagtens 
eksperimentere med den slags ting. REVIEWER 1 ved ikke lige, hvor betydningsfuldt 
blindheden er her: double blind er jo fortrinsvis en blindhed for forfatteren i hold til sine 
reviewers, hvorimod der ikke er nogen umiddelbar grund til, at der skulle være anonymitet 
mellem de to reviewers. REVIEWER 1 har svært ved at gennemtænke nogle situationer, hvor 
det kunne være et problem, men det kan man jo aldrig vide. 

Generelt synes REVIEWER 1, at der bliver lyttet meget til de kommentarer, der bliver givet – 
forfatterne er jo også tvunget lidt til det, i hvert fald hvis den editor, der står bag, føler, at 
kommentarerne har været seriøse – at det ikke har været nogle reviews, der er lavet på et løst 
grundlag. 

Interview med Reviewer 2  (Many reviews) 

REVIEWER 2 laver lidt over 20 reviews om året og de tager omkring en halv til en hel dag 
hver. Nogle lidt hurtigere, men dem REVIEWER 2 laver, kan meget let tage en dag, når det er 
til et top tidsskrift, og det virkelig i udgangspunktet ser ud som en god artikel. Det er så ikke 
sikkert, at det er det, når man får læst ned, men som udgangspunkt er alle de necessary 
conditions met, når det ser well done ud, så du skal virkelig ned i detaljen for at finde ud af, 
om der måske skulle være en design fejl eller en fejl i det set-up som gør, at du så alligevel 
ikke synes, at den er så god, som den ser ud til fra starten. Det er noget, som der er temmelig 
tidskrævende. Derudover har REVIEWER 2 også en rolle som associated editor for European 
Management Review, hvor REVIEWER 2 håndterer et antal papers hvert år. European 
Management Review er et tidsskrift med en detaljeret organisationsstruktur, og det er 
associated editors, der skriver recommendations på baggrund af det, reviewers siger. Det skal 
så lige godkendes af den øverste editor. Dette er som regel en formalitet, øverste editor 
tenderer til at være enig med REVIEWER 2. 

REVIEWER 2 publicerede sin første artikel i 1996, hans 2. år som ph.d og startede med at 
lave reviews omkring 1997. 

REVIEWER 2 har lavet reviews for alle top 6 tidsskrifter indenfor management, undtagen 
Administrative Science Quarterly.  

Hvis REVIEWER 2 får requests fra Academy of Management Journal, Academy of 
Management Review, Strategic Management Journal, Organization Science, Management 
Science, vil han som regel sige ja, fordi det er tidsskrifter, han gerne selv vil publicere i. Det 
er A journals. Så er der de field jeg er relateret til: Research Policy, .Industrial and Corporate 
Change (Reviewer 2 is associated editor og laver en del reviews for)  
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Der kanvære nogle tidsskrifter, som REVIEWER 2 selv har sendt noget til, hvorefter de 
pågældende tidsskrifter med det samme kvitterer med at spørge, om han så ikke lige kan lave 
et review for dem, som man jo så har svært ved at sige nej til. Der er også ad hoc reviews, 
men lige så snart det drejer sig om C journals, siger REVIEWER 2 systematisk nej. 

Det kan dog ske, at en kollega fra REVIEWER 2’s netværk beder ham om at lave et review til 
et tidsskrift, som han normalt ikke ville lave noget for, men hvis det så er til f.eks et special 
issue, vil REVIEWER 2 måske godt gøre det alligevel. 

REVIEWER 2 har også lavet reviews indenfor økonomi, f.eks. for Economic Journal. 

REVIEWER 2 anslår, at han har lavet reviews for ca. 30 forskellige tidsskrifter i alt. Tidligere 
i karrieren lavede REVIEWER 2 også reviews for ….??? 13.30, men det kan REVIEWER 2 
simpelthen ikke overkomme mere. 

REVIEWER 2 laver selvfølgelig også reviews for II en gang i mellem 

REVIEWER 2 laver ingen reviews for open access, da der ikke er nogen open access journals, 
der er særlig anerkendte indenfor dette felt. Det betyder ikke noget, hvilket medium, det 
ligger i, men der er bare ikke nogen anerkendte p.t. 

De tidsskrifter, som ikke i REVIEWER 2’s optik har særlig stor impact, vil han ikke lave 
reviews for, da han simpelthen ikke kan nå det.  

Ifølge REVIEWER 2 laver man for det første reviews for at være en del af et community og 
også for at opnå anerkendelse. REVIEWER 2 er en anerkendt reviewer, særligt inden for hans 
field journals: Industrial Corporate Change  og Research Policy. Han er ikke i tvivl om, at 
redaktørerne for disse journals siger, at han er blandt deres top reviewers, det vil sige, at de 
tillægger hans reviews en vis vægt, og det er der status i det. Det er selvfølgelig ikke en status, 
som han har indenfor A journals indenfor feltet, men indenfor hans field journals. Så hvis 
REVIEWER 2 ikke længere foretog reviews, ville hans impact være mindre. Så der ligger en 
vis anerkendelse i at foretage reviews, men man skal selvfølgelig hele tiden tænke på, at det 
tager en del tid. 

Derudover er der en anden fordel, nemlig at når man nu har travlt med alle mulige ting, og der 
ikke længere tid, som da man var økonomistuderende, til at sætte sig ned og se, hvad der er af 
nye artiReviewer 2er (det sker næsten aldrig), nemlig at når man selv skriver et nyt paper, så 
er man nødt til selv at skulle positionere dette paper præcist, og derfor er man så inde og lave 
søgninger for at kunne sætte sit bidrag på landkortet og får derved læst de nye artiReviewer 
2er. 

En anden mulighed er, at når man laver reviews, så er det selvfølgelig papers, der er helt nye, 
og så er der også henvisninger til den nyeste litteratur, og det er også en måde at holde sig 
opdateret på. Mange gange tager man noter, om at det her lyder spændende, det skal lige 
undersøges nærmere. Det hjælper en til at holde sig opdateret. I sjældnere tilfælde er det også 
spændende at holde sig opdateret om udviReviewer 2ingen af et paper. 

På spørgsmålet om, hvad den anerkendelse, som man opnår ved at lave reviews, kan føre med 
sig, svarer REVIEWER 2, at den akademiske verden er et statusspil, som så mange andre 
sociale relationer, så det er, at der står respekt om det arbejde, man laver. Han tror da også, at 
det kan have en effekt på, hvad man selv kan publicere. Når man har højere status, så er 
chancen for at publicere nok også højere. Det hele handler om kollegernes respekt, så selv om 
det ikke måtte føre til mange egne publikationer, så er kollegernes respekt nok i sig selv. 
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Enkelt blind reviews, at revieweren er anonym i forhold til forfatteren. er i REVIEWER 2’s 
optik det vigtigste redskab at bruge. Det er det, der rigtigt betyder noget, fordi så bliver 
relationen mellem forfatter og reviewer ikke ødelagt. Det er også for at undgå, at folk holder 
kommentarer tilbage, og man på den måde får accepteret alt for mange tidsskrifter. Det er 
utroligt vigtigt, at man forbliver anonym den vej rundt. 

REVIEWER 2 mener, at man skal bruge  double blind rewievs,  at forfatteren også er ukendt 
for revieweren, fordi det er blevet konvention, men han mener ikke, at det har en stor effekt, 
fordi man med moderne teknologier, Google osv.,  ved, hvem forfatteren er, så det er lidt et 
spil for galleriet. Det er kommet for at blive, og stort set alle top journals gør det nu, så hvis 
man vil signalere, at man er en top journal, så er man også nødt til at køre med double blind 
reviews. Men REVIEWER 2 tror ikke på nogen stor effekt heraf. Det er fornuftigt nok at gøre 
det, men det vigtigste er single blind reviews. 

Hvad angår helt åbne reviews, som nogle felter kører med, er der både fordele og ulemper.   
Fordele ved åbne reviews er f.eks i forbindelse med first to publish, at der jo godt kan være 
nogen, der har interesse i at sende ens papir tilbage fordi man selv arbejder på det samme, 
Sådanne ting kan man jo undgå ved at gøre det helt åbent. REVIEWER 2 har erfaring i at 
gøre det åbent, fordi han sidder i Det frie Forskningsråd Samfund og Erhverv. Der må man 
ikke på grund af en Folketingsbeslutning bruge blind reviews – det er noget med åbenhed i 
forvaltningen. Hvis Folketinget havde villet det, kunne man godt have givet dispensation, 
men det har man så valgt ikke at gøre. I åbne reviews holder folk sig tilbage – langt de fleste 
reviews bliver for polerede. Reviewet bliver dårligere, fordi folk holder deres kritik tilbage: 
F.eks hvis det ikke er særligt godt, siger man, at det er udmærket. Man skal virkelig tolke, 
hvad der egentlig ligger i reviewet. Meget ofte er man ikke særlig tilfreds med de reviews, der 
laves for Det frie Forskningsråd Samfund og Erhverv. 

Blind reviews er altså vejen frem og det hele flytter sig mod Dobbelt blind reviews, så de er 
kommet for at blive. Det er også det dominerende review på tværs af alle felter. 

Forfatterne tager sig generelt godt af den kritik, der bliver givet, også fordi redaktøren har 
fortalt dem, at det skal de. REVIEWER 2 har da været ude for nogle enkelte tilfælde, hvor 
rettelserne ikke var gode i re-reviewet, men så anbefaler REVIEWER 2 også, at de bliver 
rejected. 

Reviewsene foretages normalt via systemer. Normalt printer REVIEWER 2 ud på papir og 
læser det så på rejser – i flyet eller på vej lufthavnen -, hvorefter reviewet skrives i Word på 
hans laptop, og så til sidst det pastes over i systemet. 

På spørgsmålet om, hvorvidt REVIEWER 2 synes, at det kan foregå på en anden måde, som 
ikke er så ensidig, udtaler han, at det ligger i sagens natur, at et review er reviewerens mening 
som fagfælle, og det er det, der lægges på bordet. Det er så ikke sikkert, at REVIEWER 2 har 
100 % ret, men det er REVIEWER 2’s opfattelse efter en grundig analyse af, hvad paperet 
bidrager med, og hvad svaghederne og styrkerne er – så er det REVIEWER 2’s vurdering. 
Der skal ikke være nogen dialog i første omgang om REVIEWER 2’s vurdering – ellers så er 
det noget rod. Så kan det så siges, at på nogle punkter har forfatterne selvfølgelig den 
mulighed at sige, at det der er vi uenige i. Det vil nok være dumt af dem, at være uenige i 
alting, eftersom REVIEWER 2 har læst det, men hvis der er en ting, hvor forfatteren har ret, 
så kan han komme tilbage og sige, at lige den der ting, har jeg ikke ændret, fordi den mener 
jeg bla bla bla …og litteraturen har bevæget sig i den retning, og der er støtte til det i de og de 
papers, så derfor har jeg valgt at lade det blive, og hvis det virkelig er rigtigt, så er 
REVIEWER 2 ikke den, der siger, at så rejecter vi paperet af den grund, bare fordi 
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REVIEWER 2 mener det. Man skal selvfølgelig have en vis grad af fleksibilitet som 
reviewer. Det er jo ikke REVIEWER 2’s paper, og hvis det på sine præmisser er godt nok til 
det pågældende tidsskrift, så har REVIEWER 2 ikke nogen problemer med det. Men hvis 
REVIEWER 2 virkelig mener, at der er en fundamental flaw, der gør, at de ikke kan 
konReviewer 2udere, det de konReviewer 2uderer, så vil REVIEWER 2 selvfølgelig holde 
fast. Der er jo mulighed for en dialog i den her proces, men som udgangspunkt er det jo 
reviewerens evaluering af forfatterens arbejde – det må revieweren jo også selv acceptere i 
rollen som forfatter. 
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Appendix 4 Interview med Keld Laursen, DRUID 

I første omgang blev I&I ikke knyttet direkte til DRUID, da Mark overtog I&I, men grunden 
til at I&I blev knyttet til DRUID var vel, at man så kunne trække på DRUID, og at man vel i 
alle akademiske miljøer selvfølgelig er interesserede i at fået noget indflydelse rundt i verden.  
CBS har også bidraget med frikøb til Mark for at køre tidsskriftet, også førend I&I formelt 
blev tilknyttet direkte til DRUID.  

Så har man haft den overvejelse, at gøre tidsskriftet til en del af DRUID pakken, kunne man 
også være med til at få tidsskriftet op på et højere niveau. Det var også en måde at promovere 
tidsskriftet på selv om det også haft har haft monetære omkostninger for DRUID at uddele 
tidsskriftet i forbindelse med deltagelse i konferencer eller i forbindelse med medlemskab af 
DRUID, men den grundlæggende årsag er, at det godt at have indflydelse på det akademiske 
miljø – det, det her spil drejer sig om er, at få indflydelse på den akademiske debat – og en af 
de måder man får det er ved at deltage i akademiske tidsskrifter, at sidde i boards og blive 
redaktør nogle af de her steder, og i det her tilfælde har vi så fået den mulighed, men der er 
mange fra DRUID, der sidder i andre tidsskrifter og editorial boards – det er en helt 
almindelig akademisk opførsel. 

DRUID bliver en smule mere robust ved også at have I&I, da der så er flere ting på hylden, 
men DRUID kunne godt eksistere uden I&I. En del af pakken omkring DRUID er at opbygge 
et community – et videnskabeligt samfund - rundt omkring den kerne, der er DRUID, og der 
kan man sige, at I&I med til at befæste, det at der findes et håndgribeligt tidsskrift - så det har 
været med til at styrke DRUID, men det er ikke det der driver DRUID. 

DRUID har ikke specifikke succeskriterier for I&I, men der er jo nogle succeskriterier 
omkring I&I mere generelt, hvilket er, at det bliver et anerkendt tidsskrift indenfor dets felt, 
det vil sige, at som det står i dag, så er I&I ikke helt oppe i eliten endnu blandt 
innovationstidsskrifter, og det er sådan set det, der er ambitionen, og det som er en generel 
ambition for I&I, det støtter DRUID naturligvis også. Det kan selvfølgelig måles ved, at I&I 
kommer ind med en god impact factor, og det betyder så, at andre folk rent faktisk citerer, det 
som står i tidsskriftet, hvilket selvfølgelig er vigtigt, og at I&I generelt bliver positivt omtalt 
blandt kolleger i Europa og hele verden. At få et tidsskrift, der kommer op og bliver et godt B 
tidsskrift, det vil være super godt. 

DRUID kan tilbyde ret konkrete ting til I&I, nemlig at man qua sit medlemskab af DRUID får 
tidsskriftet, og der er også reelt et DRUID subsidie, altså penge der går fra DRUID over til 
I&I. På den anden side kan man så sige, at det jo også gør DRUID mere attraktivt, at man får 
I&I via sit medlemskab, men på bundlinjen er det en udgift for DRUID, selv om der 
selvfølgelig også er nogle positive effekter for DRUID, men altså ikke noget man direkte 
måler i penge. 

Hvis I&I bliver et godt B tidsskrift, vil det betyde rigtig meget, at det via medlemskabet i 
DRUID kommer ud blandt vigtige scholars, som jo kommer til DRUID. Når tidsskriftet så 
kommer ind af døren, de får ikke mange andre tidsskrifter dumpende ind, så mener KL, at der 
vil være en tendens til, at man kigger i tidsskriftet, bladrer lidt i det – og det kan godt være, at 
det går lidt hurtigt - men der kan også være noget, der fanger interessen, og så nærlæser man 
en given artikel i I&I – tidsskriftet bliver altså mere udbredt ved at man faktisk får et fysisk 
tidsskrift tilsendt. Det er en fordel, at man får et fysisk eksemplar og ikke bare en elektronisk 
adgang. Det at tidsskriftet bliver sendt ud til en bredere medlemsskare giver en større 
potentiel læserskare, som givetvis vil citere tidsskriftet, man vil tænke mere på det, og derved 
vil det også have en større chance for at blive citeret, forudsat at det som produkt er godt nok. 
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Da I&I publicerer inden for et ret bredt område af emner, der har med industry  og innovation 
at gøre, altså industrial dynamics bredt , så kan det være svært præcis at definere, hvad det er, 
således at alle kan aflæse det, men relationen mellem DRUID og I&I bevirker så, at mange, 
der har deltaget i DRUID konferencer så får en ide om, hvad det egentlig er: Nå, men der har 
vi I&I, og de publicerer altså inden for det område, hvor DRUID normalt har sine aktiviteter. 
Det er svært at sætte direkte ord på det, men folk har en intuitiv fornemmelse for, hvad det er, 
og det tror jeg, at de ville have uafhængigt af DRUID, men det er relationen er så med til at 
sætte grænserne for, hvilke typer af artikler man vil sende til det her tidsskrift, og det er en 
fordel for I&I, at der er en veldefineret målgruppe, som så associerer sig med tidsskriftet. 
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Appendix 5 Interview with Andy Beara (Ektimo) 

I&I= Industry and Innovation 

MM= Manuscript Manager 

 

I-pad and Apple are being discussed for quite a while. 

Ektimo is a web developing company. 

The idea behind Ektimo is that instead of developing websites or web applications on a 
consultancy basis, it is simply to build products that can be sold for general use to a specific 
market.  

So, the idea is that the development work can be resold to other potential customers without 
having to change the core design or much of the design of the product. 

So it was selling products rather than consultancy services, which was the idea behind it. The 
other idea was to sell the products as a package, so it could be sold as a subscription service 
so that people would pay annually for this service rather just buy a product. 

The main things that Manuscript Manager offers journals are: efficiency and cost savings. 

Cost savings is probably the biggest thing and also the efficiency of how quickly you can 
move information around compared to the old days before online really took off. 
Consequently, these are the main two things that MM brings and products like that can bring 
to academic journal. 

There are probably 3 known competitors that are reasonably big: Manuscript Central, 
Editorial Manager and E Journal Press and quite a few smaller companies like Manuscript 
Manager that have up 100 academic journals running on their pay per view software and 
probably lots of home-made systems made by single developers or small companies. But as 
far as products that can be used for many journals there are maybe 20 in total. 3 reasonably 
big companies that have most of the business and then lot like MM that have a small number 
of journals as customers but offer a slightly more interactive service. 

In the beginning MM could compete on price because they have such small overheads and 
could undercut the big players. The big players had to charge premium for their services 
simply in order to recoup the money they had put into the investment. Now that the big 
players have lots of customers they have started to drop the price. AB does not know what the 
big companies charge, but think that it varies as to who they are dealing with. So, originally 
MM was very price competitive, now not so much. Now MM can keep customers by offering 
a more personalized service. MM has not lost a customer yet. AB thinks that people like a 
personalised contact, knowing that if they have an issue, it gets fixed quickly and they have 
some say into what actually goes into the product. They would not get this with the bigger 
players where they are basically just another customer. 

The way the business originally started is that MM tried to get 2-3 potential customers who 
were willing to collaborate with them and then they try to build a concept of how a certain 
product will come together. So, basically, MM try to interact with the customers at the 
beginning stage to work out what the conceptual product might and work with those 
customers  to develop that and get their feedback until they find out exactly as to what the 
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product should contain and whether it has any real generic value. If, in fact, MM feel that it 
has a real generic value then they try to build it into a product. They try to identify whether it 
has a general use for other customers and then try to develop it with the customer. I I has 

given more customer feedback than most other journals. There are more I I special features 
than from other customers – features like  codes and keywords – maybe because I&I is the 
only business and economics journal. Most of the other journals are buyer read. So, getting 
the feedback from I&I has given the products a broader/general feel for peer review rather 
than specialized for buyer made journals. 

The relationship between MM and I&I started in 2005 through the Danish library system. AB 
was invited to give a presentation to Danlib, who was working together with CBS on how 
they could develop a model to accommodate the transfer of scientific information or academic 
journals from paper based to electronic based. Peer review was one of the issues that a lot of 
editors and academics .... at some stage you had to address the issue of peer review. 5 years 
ago online peer review was still quite new for academic journals but people were starting to 
realise that it was the way to go. Andy can see the MM/I&I relationship continuing well into 
the future. Andy can't think that I&I would want to change to a competitor or go back to the 
'paper trail'. For his part, he sees MM as a long term source of income! 

I&I was a pilot study for looking how peer review actually works electronically and it was 
used to create a report for Danlib for getting feedback and getting information of how peer 
review fits into the overall picture of how to move from paper based scientific information to 
more online electronic information. 

As far as the payment was concerned it was sponsored by a certain part of CBS in 
collaboration with Danlib. They paid for having the online system and MM worked together 
with I&I to give feedback as well as hopefully making the peer review more efficient for the 
journal at the same time: two issues to fulfil: one to make the journal better and the other one 
was to provide feedback for the bigger project. 

The impact on the journal is that from an efficiency point of view it looks a lot better now 
than in 2005 when the piles of paper and manuscripts were moved around and posted, faxed 
or couriered round the world. AB thinks that because the reviewer and academic resources are 
online now, the resources the journal has are building without the need to put in intensive 
resources into it. 

A databased reviewer expertise has been build. Earlier quite a lot of paper basically went out 
to people in the department to be evaluated, so now I&I instead of a small group of Danish 
reviewers has got a very large group of international reviewers, a fact which must be a huge 
benefit for the journal and not only is the reviewer resources a huge benefit, the knock-on of 
that is the fact that by approaching people globally it has sort of increased the profile of the 
journal, people know about I&I simply because people  have been asked to review for the 
journal, people who may not have been asked to review before. So that is another side effect 
of moving to online. 

At the end of the day MM is a better product. The feedback Ektima gets is valuable. The 
feedback from I&I is much better qualified than feedback from the other journals as it is not 
difficult for I&I to see through what MM is both on a technical level and also on a business 
level, whereas a lot of the other customers do not get that kind of exposure, it is not that they 
think that MM is some huge corporation, they know that MM is basically a couple of guys, 
but I do not think that they are looking at it from a business perspective, they are just looking 
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at it from a service perspective whereas AB thinks that I&I can take a step back and see it 
from a more holistic perspective. The feedback from I&I is little bit more business orientated: 
they ask, for example, can you add this feature as we are sure it is a good feature for this and 
this, so you can sell it – whereas other users often just say we want this and we want it to 
work and they do not see from any other perspective. This feedback from I&I has been a good 
thing. 

I&I has probably given 30 per cent of the feedback that has gone into making the product 
better. It has definitely been a success for I&I. AB thinks that if I&I instead of getting the 
MM product had gotten the Manuscript Central product it would also have been a success as 
just going online would have given exposure to the reviewers, the building of the reviewer 
expertise, increasing the journal’s profile by having an online system – when journals actually 
apply for an impact factor through their ISI system if they do not have an on-line system they 
are not normally considered – you know if they do not have an online peer review system it 
like ISI that it is one of the big things for judging a journal’s profile for getting an impact 
factor. 

The data of the database are owned by I&I – Ektimo provides the system. There is a customer 
policy on Ektimo’s website on this. How I&I use the data is not Ektimo’s responsibility – if 
I&I takes the e-mail addresses from the system and spam them it is not Ektimo’s 
responsibility. A lot of this is a grey area but Ektimo try to use common sense as a safeguard 
and also try to emulate strategies and policies from similar products.  

As far as a further development of the review database is concerned MM is receiving a lot of 
good feedback at the moment and they think that the initiatives which have just been put into 
place are going to make a big difference. The fact that now if a reviewer is asked to review 
and they have no keyword expertise the system will ask them – they can do the review but 
they are asked to put in their expertise. Already there are a 100 plus JEL codes since we got 
going a month ago. We are already starting to build up a list of JEL codes. As soon as Mark 
has responded regarding ‘fact finding’ it can be sent out. The mail goes out with a link to the 
overview page so the mail says basically ‘kindly upgrade your reviewer expertise for the 
journal’ – they click a link where they can enter their key word/  JEL codes........ 

This new development will be an improvement, as, obviously, the big difficulty for the editor 
is finding the reviewers so anything that can improve the quality of the reviewer resources is 
going to save a lot of time and also help to get better qualified reviews Also, author can 
suggest reviewers for the paper - they are asked to provide codes in their manuscript 
keywords. The circle has been completed and it will be a big improvement for I&I and the 
other journals as well. The competitors have similar systems but Manuscript Central, for 
example, is very good at making money. They make money on everything. 

If, for example, they were to put keywords in for I&I (which to Ektimo 3 or 4 hours) you 
would have received a big bill. Also, Manuscript Central keep the manuscripts in the systems 
for say 6 months, where after the manuscripts are removed. If you want a manuscript put back 
into the system you have to pay 250 DKK - so they have a lot of ways of making money 
around their product. 

They make a lot out their education – a 4 day trip to Virginia – sit and learn about their 
product. Manuscript Central has built their product over a number of years and have tried to 
cater every need. Their submission system is a lot more sophisticate and asks for a lot more 
information. It can be quite tedious to submit a manuscript however it allows for more options 
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than MM. As editor you can “invite” papers but this alters the normal workflow for the 
journal. Whether these sophisticate features would make a difference to I&I is not sure.  

In every academic sphere there tends to be a few flagship journals. The ones that you will 
always submit to if you have got a hot paper. It is a bit of a pyramid. The small journals at the 
bottom are picking of the stuff that the big journals do not want to publish. The majority of 
the journals are like I&I – they are small journals. Only the really big journals needs very 
sophisticated systems and for them Manuscript Central will be the choice.  
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Appendix 6 Interview with Allan Irwin  

ALAN IRWIN thinks that there are two levels as to why it is important for CBS to have a 
journal: one level that is that of course in the International research game, so to say, journal 
publications are really important. Everybody is under pressure, and it is not just pressure, but 
everybody likes to publish internationally and that is how we build our own research career 
and it is also how CBS get recognized because of the research, so CBS very much encourages 
that.  

And then at the level of actually housing the journal ALAN IRWIN thinks that there are 
actually two benefits: one is to be able to say that CBS has a very good journal like I&I based 
here, which adds to the prestige. Furthermore, he thinks it helps as it is one way in which you 
learn about submitting papers because you see how journal editors work, you build up an 
understanding of the review process. He has certainly over the years learned a lot from being 
on editorial boards of different journals, talking to editors and colleagues. So having a journal 
at CBS is very good in itself because it says: ‘Ok CBS is the place where this happens but it 
also helps everybody build up a sense of how this works. 

Ranking is pretty important to CBS. You look at ranking but at the same time you have to be 
aware that in different disciplines, the significance of that will vary, so if you are a medical 
journal the citation for the journal will be much, much higher than if you are writing in say 
philosophy. You have to look at the discipline in that area. But of course you have to have 
impact factor. Impact factor is one of the things and in different areas of research you do rank 
journals by impact factor, so of course it is very nice to have a journal that is at the top of the 
impact factors. Impact factor is one thing but it is not the whole picture and you will also look 
at the field and how much people are publishing. But, certainly, to know that you have a 
journal that is being picked up in terms of impact factors and is having impact clearly helps. It 
makes it seem more prestigious, and better authors then want to submit to the journal, so 
everybody kinds of get something.  

Sometimes CBS does use the fact in marketing that CBS is housing journals, but not 
consistently. ALAN IRWIN thinks that CBS could actually do it more. I&I is actually a very 
good example to say: ‘We are kind of leading the way in this area’. But ALAN IRWIN thinks 
that CBS could actually do it a little more. However, it is very, very important for journals 
that they seem to be independent so you have to be a little careful. If you say that CBS kind of 
controls that journal that is …?? CBS has to say that it has an independent editor, who is 
doing the best in terms of international standards and that they are pleased to have the journal, 
but in no way should CBS claim any kind of management of I&I, because it is such an 
important academic principle that it seems to be independent, Consequently,if you boast about 
it too much it could lead to people thinking is it under control and management of CBS – is it 
some kind of house journal?  Sometimes you have to be careful if a journal, which is in your 
institution, is publishing too many articles, in this case by CBS people, as it looks that the 
journal is not doing the right thing. Consequently, it is very important for the prestige and 
standing of both CBS and the journal that it is an independent activity. 

ALAN IRWIN cannot see that the new strategy of CBS would affect the importance of the 
journals – he has not even considered it. ALAN IRWIN’s idea is always that you do the right 
thing and the best quality, and the strategy process is about that. His guess is that CBS will 
sharpen the profile in certain areas. The thing about journals is that they have a long life and, 
frankly, 
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strategy processes get sharpened and no doubt  you will be looking at the strategy process 5-
10 times but journals tend to run and that is how they build their reputation little by little, so 
the journal is kind of independent. 

For ALAN IRWIN it is a balance, but of course you have to take the game seriously. You 
have got to look at it and be aware of it, but do not take it too seriously because some of the 
big North American journals they can be kind of strangle holds in terms of ‘it has got to be 
this and this’ in terms of methodology and framework or it is not accepted. ‘That is fine but 
please let us have some innovation and new ways of doing things, let’s get challenged.’ It 
could seriously limit research. ALAN IRWIN’s advice to an academic is always: ‘Don’t go 
for quantity, go for quality and look at those journals and look at the places. Anyone who is 
good can see that there are other possibilities and other ways of having impact. You cannot 
just kind of follow these top 5, top 6 journalists ….?? that is the whole story. So, ALAN 
IRWIN guesses that what he is interested in is realism and innovation. It is good to get a hit in 
those journals, but not all the time. You have to be brave and try things a little differently, 
otherwise you are in big trouble. 
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Appendix 7 Interview with Amy Hillman and Richard Dunne 

Hi Jacob, 
  
The editors at Academy of Management Review change every three years, so I won’t be able to give 

you much history, but for what it’s worth, see my answers below. 
  
Best 
Amy 
  
From: Jacob Krarup Riis [mailto:jkr.ino@cbs.dk]  
Sent: Monday, July 05, 2010 4:48 AM 

To: Amy Hillman 
Subject: Thesis help - Questions to the editor 
  
  
Dear Professor Hillman 

As a part of my master’s thesis I am trying to do a resource-based analysis of Industry and 
Innovation's (journal) competitiveness! Currently I am trying to identify the point where 
journals academic success takes off. As editor of Academy of Management Review your 
opinion on this matter would be very helpful to me and I would be very grateful if you would 
take a few minutes to answer these questions:  

Which factors are important in order for a journal to gain recognition and academic success? 

1)      The quality of the articles published by a long shot 

2)      The developmental quality of the reviews provided 

How do you (as editor) try to affect these factors? 

1)      We’re very selective regarding what we publish 

2)      We work hard to have a merit-based editorial board and only us ad-hoc reviewers that 

provide timely developmental feedback. Each review is scored by the editor and we maintain 

a life history of every reviewer’s timeliness and quality average of their reviews. 

Is there a critical point where e.g. the quality of submission, impact factor and number of 
reviewers (reviewer database) becomes a self reinforcing mass? 

Probably. Once a journal becomes a top journal, the best papers come to it, etc. That said, it is 

possible to “fall” from a top spot, so it’s not permanent. If articles published don’t get attention 

(citations) or reviewers become slow or provide bad reviews, people will switch to another journal of 

choice. 

            If yes - what is it and fact factors (in your opinion) does it involve? 

1)      The quality and impact of the papers published (both short and long term citations) 

If you agree to help me with my thesis work please answer these questions by return email 

 Thank you for your help 

Jacob Riis 
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Hello, Jacob: 

 Below, I attempt to answer your questions. I hope these few inputs are of some value to your work. 

 Regards, 

 Duane Ireland 

  

R. Duane Ireland 

Distinguished Professor of Management 

Foreman R. and Ruby S. Bennett Chair in Business 

Editor, Academy of Management Journal 

Department of Management 

Mays Business School 

Texas A&M University 

 

From: Jacob Krarup Riis [mailto:jkr.ino@cbs.dk] 

Sent: Mon 7/5/2010 6:45 AM 

To: Ireland, Duane 

Subject: Thesis help - Questions to the editor 

Dear Professor Ireland 

As a part of my master’s thesis I am trying to do a resource-based analysis of Industry and 

Innovation's (journal) competitiveness! Currently I am trying to identify the point where 

journals academic success takes off. As editor of Academy of Management Journal your 

opinion on this matter would be very helpful to me and I would be very grateful if you would 

take a few minutes to answer these questions:  

Which factors are important in order for a journal to gain recognition and academic success? 

(1) Publishing work/scholarship that becomes highly cited 

(2) Publishing work by well known scholars 
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(3) Publishing scholarship that moves a field forward within individual research domains 

(4) Being highly visible to scholars throughout the world. This occurs primarily through 

attendance at meetings and through communications to encourage scholars to submit their 

scholarship to the journal one is serving as the editor. 

How do you (as editor) try to affect these factors? 

(1) Selecting well-published scholars to serve as associate editors for the journal. 

(2) Appointing well-known scholars to the editorial review board. 

(3) Appointing scholars to the editorial review board who have published in the Journal they 

are serving 

(4) Serving as a "product champion" for the journal one is serving in all venues in which the 

editor participates. 

(5) Involving people as associate editors and as board members who are passionate about 

helping the journal they are serving reach its editorial mission. 

Is there a critical point where e.g. the quality of submission, impact factor and number of 

reviewers (reviewer database) becomes a self reinforcing mass? 

I am not convinced that journals that are making significant contributions to a discipline 

and/or to a research domain ever reach a self-reinforcing mass or point. In this regard, I think 

every journal must continuing working very diligently to make progress toward reaching its 

editorial mission and toward publishing impactful scholarship. 

            If yes - what is it and fact factors (in your opinion) does it involve? 

  

If you agree to help me with my thesis work please answer these questions by return email 

  

Thank you for your help 

Jacob Riis 

Copenhagen Business School  
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Kind regards 

Jacob Riis 

Editorial Assistant - Industry and Innovation 

If you wish, you can stay updated on Industry and Innovation articles and special issues by 

joining us online: 

www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=62056896257&ref=ts 
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Appendix 8 Questions in Reviewer Survey 

 

1. Gender: 
2. Nationality 
3. Date of birth 
4. Please state your title 
5. At which type of institution are you currently employed? 
6. When were you appointed your current title? 
7. How would you classify your own research? 
8. How many journals are you currently reviewing for (including Industry and 
Innovation) 

1. Basic information 

* 

* 
Country: 

* 
MM DD YYYY 
Date of birth / / 

* 

* 
MM DD YYYY 
Date of appiontment / / 

* 

* 
Number of Journals 
Please enter the number 
of journals 

6666����
Male 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Female 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Doctor 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
Professor 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
Associate Professor 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
PhD 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
Other (please specify) 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
University 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Business School 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Private research institution 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Other (please specify) 
Disiplinary based 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
Cross disiplanary based 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
Other (please specify) 

9. Please indicate which journals you are currently reviewing for 
10. How many reviews do you do per year (all journals)? 
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11. For how many years have you been doing reviews (all journals)? 
1: 
2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 
10: 
Number of reviews per year 

. 6666����

* 
Less than 1 year 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
1-2 years 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
3-6 years 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
7-10 years 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
11-15 years 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
16-20 years 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
More than 20 years 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
1. Do you agreee or disagree in the following 
2. Do you agreee or disagree in the following? 
3. Do you think that the "double blind peer review" is without flaws? 
4. Please write any concernes you might have regarding "the double blind 
review 
process" here. 

2. General questions on reviewing 

* 
I strongly disagree I disagree 
I neither agree nor 
disagree 
I agree I strongly agree 
I would much rather do a 
review for an "Open 
access journal" than a 
"traditionally published 
journal" 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I would much rather do a 
review for a "traditionally 
published journal" than an 
"Open access journal" 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I would much rather do a 
review for a purely online 
journal than a 
"traditionally published 
journal"(paper) 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����

* 
I strongly disagree I disagree 
I neither agree nor 
disagree 
I agree I strongly agree 
When operating with the 
"double blind peer review" 
it ensures quality of the 
paper. 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
The reviewer acts as a 
gatekeeper effectively 
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stopping poor research 
reaching publication. 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
As a reviewer I do not only 
ensure quality I also play 
an active role in forming 
the papers I review. 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
5555����
6666����
Yes 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
No 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
5. Concerning incentives and rewards in "the double blind review" process 
6. What could make you do more reviews? 
7. If I am fully booked when asked to do a review I generally 
8. Are you required to report your reviewing activities to your place of work? 

* 
I strongly disagree I disagree 
I neither agree nor 
disagree 
I agree I strongly agree 
I agree to do reviews 
because it may enhance 
my career prospects 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I agree to do reviews 
because I expect others to 
do the same for me 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I agree to do reviews 
because I would like to be 
on the editorial board of 
the given journal 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
All the review requests I 
receive are within my area 
of expertise 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I spend too much time 
doing reviews compared 
to the benefits it gives 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I agree to do reviews 
because I hope to 
promote my own subfield 
of expertise 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I agree to do reviews 
because my place of work 
give me incentives to do 
so 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I agree to do reviews in 
order to influence 
references and 
interpretations 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I am more prone to accept 
reviews from a journal that 
have planed or are 
planing to publish on of 
my papers 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����

* 
5555����
6666����

* 

* 
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turn down the review opportunity and leave it at that. 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
turn down the review opportunity but suggest a colleague to the Editor in Chief 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
try to squeeze in the review anyway 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
ignore the request 

ggggffffeeeeddddcccc����
Other (please specify) 
Yes 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
No 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
1. Do you consider yourself apart of the community surrunding Industry and 
Innovation? 
2. Have you attended any of these conferences? 
3. Do you agree with the following statements? 
4. Please indicate how you became a reviewer for Industry and Innovation. 

3. Questions concerning Industry and Innovation 
Yes No 

DRUID nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
The International 
Schumpeter Society 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Academy of Management nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Strategic Management 
Society 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
American Economic 
Association 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
European Economic 
Association 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I strongly disagree I disagree 
I neither agree nor 
disagree 
I agree I strongly agree 
I know what the aims and 
scope of Industry and 
Innovation is. 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
When I do reviews for 
Industry and Innovation I 
know what the journals 
review guidline are and I 
follow them 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����

* 
Yes 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
No 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
If "No" please specify 
I was asked to do a review by Editor in chief Mark Lorenzen 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
A colleague referred my to the Editor in chief 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
I wrote to the editor in chief and asked him to consider me as a reviewer 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Other (please specify) 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
5. Improving Industry and Innovation 
I strongly disagree I disagree 
I neither agree nor 
disagree 
I agree I strongly agree 
Industry and Innovations 
online review system is 
straight forward and easy 
to use. 
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nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
"The comment to authors 
box", "the paper ranking 
tool and" the "yes/no 
check questions" allow me 
to give full and sufficient 
review of the papers I 
review for Industry and 
Innovation. 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj����
Quarterly announcements 
of reviewers in the Industry 
and Innovation Facebook 
group would be a good 
idea in trying to recognize 
reviews efforts. 

nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkj�j�j�j�nnnnmmmmllllkkkkjjjj  
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Appendix 10 Reviewer Survey 

1 of 11 

Reviewing for Industry and Innovation 

1. Gender: 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Male 58,5% 24 
Female 41,5% 17 
answered question 41 
skipped question 0 

2. Nationality 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Country: 100,0% 41 
answered question 41 
skipped question 0 

3. Date of birth 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Date of birth 100,0% 41 
answered question 41 
skipped question 0 

2 of 11 

4. Please state your title 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Doctor 26,8% 11 
Professor 19,5% 8 
Associate Professor 34,1% 14 
PhD 22,0% 9 
Other (please specify) 17,1% 7 
answered question 41 
skipped question 0 

5. At which type of institution are you currently employed? 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
University 80,5% 33 
Business School 14,6% 6 
Private research institution 4,9% 2 
Other (please specify) 3 
answered question 41 
skipped question 0 

6. When were you appointed your current title? 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Date of appiontment 100,0% 39 
answered question 39 
skipped question 2 

3 of 11 
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7. How would you classify your own research? 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Disiplinary based 26,8% 11 
Cross disiplanary based 80,5% 33 
Other (please specify) 0 
answered question 41 
skipped question 0 

8. How many journals are you currently reviewing for (including 
Industry and Innovation) 
Number of Journals 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Please enter the number of journals 
12,2% 
(5) 
9,8% (4) 9,8% (4) 7,3% (3) 
17,1% 
(7) 
4,9% (2) 4,9% (2) 

4 of 11 

9. Please indicate which journals you are currently reviewing for 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
1: 100,0% 34 
2: 91,2% 31 
3: 76,5% 26 
4: 67,6% 23 
5: 50,0% 17 
6: 47,1% 16 
7: 35,3% 12 
8: 26,5% 9 
9: 20,6% 7 
10: 20,6% 7 
answered question 34 
skipped question 7 

10. How many reviews do you do per year (all journals)? 
Number of reviews per year 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. 
12,8% 
(5) 
15,4% 
(6) 
5,1% 
(2) 
20,5% 
(8) 
7,7% 
(3) 
0,0% 
(0) 

5 of 11 

11. For how many years have you been doing reviews (all journals)? 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Less than 1 year 12,2% 5 
1-2 years 24,4% 10 
3-6 years 26,8% 11 
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7-10 years 9,8% 4 
11-15 years 14,6% 6 
16-20 years 12,2% 5 
More than 20 years 0,0% 0 
answered question 41 
skipped question 0 

12. Do you agreee or disagree in the following 
I strongly 
disagree 
I disagree 
I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I agree 
I strongly 
agree 
Response 
Count 
I would much rather do a review for 
an "Open access journal" than a 
"traditionally published journal" 
8,6% (3) 14,3% (5) 65,7% (23) 11,4% (4) 0,0% (0) 35 
I would much rather do a review for 
a "traditionally published journal" 
than an "Open access journal" 
0,0% (0) 11,8% (4) 58,8% (20) 17,6% (6) 11,8% (4) 34 
I would much rather do a review for 
a purely online journal than a 
"traditionally published 
journal"(paper) 
8,8% (3) 17,6% (6) 61,8% (21) 8,8% (3) 2,9% (1) 34 
answered question 35 
skipped question 6 

6 of 11 

13. Do you agreee or disagree in the following? 
I strongly 
disagree 
I disagree 
I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I agree 
I strongly 
agree 
Response 
Count 
When operating with the "double 
blind peer review" it ensures quality 
of the paper. 
2,9% (1) 11,4% (4) 8,6% (3) 57,1% (20) 20,0% (7) 35 
The reviewer acts as a gatekeeper 
effectively stopping poor research 
reaching publication. 
0,0% (0) 11,4% (4) 5,7% (2) 71,4% (25) 11,4% (4) 35 
As a reviewer I do not only ensure 
quality I also play an active role in 
forming the papers I review. 
0,0% (0) 8,6% (3) 11,4% (4) 65,7% (23) 14,3% (5) 35 
answered question 35 
skipped question 6 

14. Do you think that the "double blind peer review" is without 
flaws? 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
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Count 
Yes 11,4% 4 
No 88,6% 31 
answered question 35 
skipped question 6 

15. Please write any concernes you might have regarding "the 
double 
blind review process" here. 
Response 
Count 
22 
answered question 22 
skipped question 19 

7 of 11 

16. Concerning incentives and rewards in "the double blind review" 
process 
I strongly 
disagree 
I disagree 
I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I agree 
I strongly 
agree 
Response 
Count 
I agree to do reviews because it 
may enhance my career prospects 
11,4% (4) 25,7% (9) 22,9% (8) 37,1% (13) 2,9% (1) 35 
I agree to do reviews because I 
expect others to do the same for 
me 
0,0% (0) 5,7% (2) 11,4% (4) 51,4% (18) 31,4% (11) 35 
I agree to do reviews because I 
would like to be on the editorial 
board of the given journal 
0,0% (0) 28,6% (10) 42,9% (15) 25,7% (9) 2,9% (1) 35 
All the review requests I receive 
are within my area of expertise 
2,9% (1) 31,4% (11) 11,4% (4) 51,4% (18) 2,9% (1) 35 
I spend too much time doing 
reviews compared to the benefits it 
gives 
2,9% (1) 40,0% (14) 31,4% (11) 22,9% (8) 2,9% (1) 35 
I agree to do reviews because I 
hope to promote my own subfield 
of expertise 
0,0% (0) 37,1% (13) 20,0% (7) 34,3% (12) 8,6% (3) 35 
I agree to do reviews because my 
place of work give me incentives to 
do so 
51,4% (18) 28,6% (10) 8,6% (3) 11,4% (4) 0,0% (0) 35 
I agree to do reviews in order to 
influence references and 
interpretations 
14,3% (5) 45,7% (16) 8,6% (3) 28,6% (10) 2,9% (1) 35 
I am more prone to accept reviews 
from a journal that have planed or 
are planing to publish on of my 
papers 
11,4% (4) 40,0% (14) 17,1% (6) 22,9% (8) 8,6% (3) 35 
answered question 35 
skipped question 6 
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8 of 11 

17. What could make you do more reviews? 
Response 
Count 
35 
answered question 35 
skipped question 6 

18. If I am fully booked when asked to do a review I generally 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
turn down the review opportunity 
and leave it at that. 
17,1% 6 
turn down the review 
opportunity but suggest a 
colleague to the Editor in Chief 
51,4% 18 
try to squeeze in the review 
anyway 
48,6% 17 
ignore the request 0,0% 0 
Other (please specify) 3 
answered question 35 
skipped question 6 

19. Are you required to report your reviewing activities to your 
place of 
work? 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Yes 20,0% 7 
No 80,0% 28 
answered question 35 
skipped question 6 

9 of 11 

20. Do you consider yourself apart of the community surrunding 
Industry and Innovation? 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
Yes 82,4% 28 
No 17,6% 6 
If "No" please specify 5 
answered question 34 
skipped question 7 

21. Have you attended any of these conferences? 
Yes No 
Response 
Count 
DRUID 70,6% (24) 29,4% (10) 34 
The International Schumpeter 
Society 
27,3% (9) 72,7% (24) 33 
Academy of Management 42,4% (14) 57,6% (19) 33 
Strategic Management Society 20,0% (6) 80,0% (24) 30 
American Economic Association 25,8% (8) 74,2% (23) 31 
European Economic Association 12,9% (4) 87,1% (27) 31 
answered question 35 
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skipped question 6 

10 of 11 

22. Do you agree with the following statements? 
I strongly 
disagree 
I disagree 
I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I agree 
I strongly 
agree 
Response 
Count 
I know what the aims and scope of 
Industry and Innovation is. 
0,0% (0) 5,9% (2) 17,6% (6) 58,8% (20) 17,6% (6) 34 
When I do reviews for Industry and 
Innovation I know what the journals 
review guidline are and I follow 
them 
0,0% (0) 6,1% (2) 18,2% (6) 54,5% (18) 21,2% (7) 33 
answered question 34 
skipped question 7 

23. Please indicate how you became a reviewer for Industry and 
Innovation. 
Response 
Percent 
Response 
Count 
I was asked to do a review by 
Editor in chief Mark Lorenzen 
57,1% 20 
A colleague referred my to the 
Editor in chief 
8,6% 3 
I wrote to the editor in chief and 
asked him to consider me as a 
reviewer 
0,0% 0 
Other (please specify) 34,3% 12 
answered question 35 
skipped question 6 

11 of 11 

24. Improving Industry and Innovation 
I strongly 
disagree 
I disagree 
I neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
I agree 
I strongly 
agree 
Response 
Count 
Industry and Innovations online 
review system is straight forward 
and easy to use. 
0,0% (0) 3,0% (1) 33,3% (11) 42,4% (14) 21,2% (7) 33 
"The comment to authors box", "the 
paper ranking tool and" the "yes/no 
check questions" allow me to give 
full and sufficient review of the 
papers I review for Industry and 
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Innovation. 
0,0% (0) 6,1% (2) 30,3% (10) 51,5% (17) 12,1% (4) 33 
Quarterly announcements of 
reviewers in the Industry and 
Innovation Facebook group would 
be a good idea in trying to 
recognize reviews efforts. 
0,0% (0) 9,1% (3) 27,3% (9) 51,5% (17) 12,1% (4) 33 
answered question 33 
skipped question 8 


